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Honorary Chaplain
presiding over the
Installation Service

Our distinguished Immediate Past
Master, Chris Dadson, and his wife,
Valerie, looking relaxed after laying
down their burden at Drapers’ Hall

Lucy Hill, one of this year’s
proud Prizewinners, at
Merchant Taylors’ Hall in July
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FOREWORD

As Master, I have been fortunate in many ways and one, less obvious, is to be the
first Master to have her year so comprehensively documented and preserved in a
new yearbook. Indeed, I hope it reflects part of my vision - to communicate better

both within the membership and externally about our work and the role of the Livery. Two
radio interviews and several press and internet articles have spoken to the wider world;
and the Clerk's newsletter and this yearbook are examples of our communication with
each other. The website spans both constituencies and has been overseen by First Under
Warden Elect Jonathan Crossman who has kindly posted my many requests to publicise
through that medium. Do go and have another look!

This yearbook is the brainchild of Liveryman Jonathan Grosvenor and it has been a
pleasure to work with him in compiling the entries and photographs. 

Mark Butler has been tireless in producing excellent coverage on the Livery’s range of work
which had previously been known only to a few. There are many people in the Livery who
give a huge amount of time thought and energy to ensuring the Company runs smoothly
and continues to make an impact above its size and nominal status.

The Wardens and Chairmen are the inner core of this workhorse, together with the
Treasurer and other officers, whose names now appear on their own page on the
website. The committee members are similarly engaged, often with important roles as
secretaries and liaison members with our many partner organisations. I and the
Company owe our grateful thanks to them all. Only with the advent of this yearbook
can we now see in one place the breadth, depth and importance  of the Glovers
engagement and generosity.

Ann has been ever helpful and supportive and so I now wish her, as my successor, every
good wish as she starts the journey of a lifetime.

Alderman Alison Gowman

Outgoing Master
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General David Leakey, the
Parliamentary Black Rod,
talking to the Membership
about how they do things
at his end of town

The Master and Immediate
Past Master, with their

Consorts, being led past our
Livery Church by our

splendidly-attired Beadle

A Hall-full of Glovers,
arrayed in serried ranks
at Tallow Chandlers’, and
led by no less than two
rows of Past Masters!
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PREFACE

I t is an enormous privilege to be Master of this ancient Livery company. I am sure
everyone who has been in this position has tried to learn from those who have gone
before. In my case I have had an incredible teacher – Alderman Alison Gowman. Thank

you very much Master, for your guidance, but most of all for your friendship.

I have had a fantastic year as Renter Warden, accompanying the Master on visits, from
Ethiopia, where we learned what hair sheep look like, to enjoying the hospitality of the
Safran Guild in Switzerland, to presenting long service awards in Liverpool, and much more.

The Theme for the coming year is “The City of London and The Gloving Trade”. There is a
gloving industry in this country; not the same as it was, but important just the same. We
shall be visiting our friends at Dents, this time to celebrate the long service of two of our
Liverymen. To illustrate our interest in the City and its traditions this year, as well as the
usual support we offer to the Lord Mayor and Sheriffs by turning out to vote them into
office, we are having a day out on the river to see Swan Upping, something the Glovers
haven't done before!

As well as the serious side to us all being 'good' Glovers, with our charitable giving, and
our support of and for the City of London and its officers, this year I hope we'll all have
fun together.

Ann Esslemont

Incoming Master
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INTRODUCTION

Nuleaf Graphics Limited has been trading for over 15 
years and is delighted to undertake work for the Glovers’ 
Livery Company. 

With offices based in the heart of London, we have built 
up an outstanding reputation for affordable, superb 
quality, fast, reliable and helpful service for all of our 
clients printing needs and we intend to continue to strive 
to do so. We offer digital, litho & screen printing services.

From business stationery, leaflets, posters, brochures, 
banners, t shirts & many more items please feel free to 
contact us for a competitive quotation.

49-51 Farringdon Road, London EC1M 3JP

Tel: 020 7242 5111   Email: quotes@nuleaf-group.co.uk
www.nuleaf-group.co.uk

Follow us on twitter @nuleafgraphics 
and on Facebook at Nuleaf Graphics

It was a great privilege to be invited to edit our fine
Company’s new Yearbook, and having done so, I can
tell my fellow Glovers that it has also proved a pleasure.

Not only did I meet a number of Members whom I had
not been lucky enough to come across before, but also
the material and photographs which they provided,
gave a fascinating insight into our Livery.

And what a varied and interesting one it is! Where else
could you read about Abyssinian hair sheep, rubber
gloves, smart dinners, Hollywood sirens, special forces,
Hamburg streets of ill-repute, and museum collections
of national significance, all between the same covers?

It would be impossible to name everyone who has helped
me, but I do consider myself fortunate to have been
“volunteered” for the editorship by my old boss, this
year’s Renter Warden (“Jonathan; you’re looking much
too happy and relaxed. We really ought to do something
to redress the balance!”). Michael certainly managed to
put paid to the “relaxed” bit, but it has been a most
happy task. I am also fortunate to have served under
Charles Stokes (as the Yearbook falls squarely under his

Press & Publicity Committee), who shrewdly guided the
project past many hidden shoals, and to have had the
constant support and encouragement of our Master,
Alderman Alison Gowman. Despite all her other duties
and tasks, while steering the whole livery ship, she still
made time for my constant questions and her eye for
detail and willingness to turn to, were frankly
extraordinary, and a cause for great personal gratitude.

Beyond these, I must pay tribute to our deeply efficient
and ever helpful Clerk, and to our always-calm Master
Elect, and to all the writers to whom I have turned for
articles. Many have perforce been asked to produce
copy to absurdly short deadlines, but despite much
quiet gnashing of teeth, they have never failed me. The
Company is extremely lucky to have writers of such
calibre within its ranks.

Lastly, I must thank my colleague, John Coley, who as
the typesetter/designer is responsible for anything good
about the Yearbook’s “look and feel”, and apologise in
advance for any editorial errors, which are mine alone.

Jonathan Grosvenor
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Events during 2014

Events during 2014

The popular TV series “Who do you think you
are?” raises questions of not only who your
ancestors were but, more pertinently, who you

are. I think that at the end of my Master's year it is
relevant not only to ask of myself, but also about the
Glovers' Livery, as seen from the close perspective of
one year in nominal charge. Of course we are all
shaped by the past, but we need to ensure we are of
the present and ready for the future.

Full square in the centre is my Strategic Review which
has considered all areas of the Glovers. With the
Wardens and the support of all the Committees we
have now concluded the first phase and put a
Framework in place. Committees might sometimes
seem boring and somewhat introspective, but they can
be very energising places of comradeship and healthy
debate. I do wish to thank the many Members and the
Chairmen for their commitment and enthusiasm, with
constructive criticism and challenge when needed. The
first fruits of the review are already being seen.

One key element was the encouragement to renew our
charitable giving. My letter received a good take up of
new and enhanced giving and many thanks to all who
have responded. The momentum will continue and be
seen in our wider charitable donations and major
projects. I believe we shall meet and work with many of
our charity partners – giving both time and gloves (or
money) to many more charities.

Our membership is a key to this greater involvement
and the strategic aim to admit 20 new Members a year
is now underway and certainly achievable. Another
letter to the Livery was aimed at ensuring our numbers
are sustainable and active. A new strand of membership

that has also come to fruition this year is to create Livery
Apprentices. Young people between the ages of 18 and
25 are being signed up as apprentices to learn about
the City and the Glovers. We have three due to be
admitted in 2014 with two more on the cusp.

More Members need more information and especially
in new ways for this younger generation. The website
has blossomed this year – I have already mentioned in
my preface its importance to my time as Master. 

The Glove Trade must not be taken for granted and I
have striven to keep it uppermost in our minds. Long
service awards have been given to workers who have
given more than a lifetime of work to the industry, when
I have visited most of our glove companies in England.
This is in addition to my visit to Addis Ababa. This trip of
a lifetime was to understand the development there not
just of a new industry of glove making (building on the
ancient and historic leather trade) but also of an
emerging nation. Reporting on these matters has given
the Livery a greater understanding of the wider
significance of the trade. This is an area where there are
plans to do more to represent them in a larger arena. 

To me, these elements have drawn the best from the
past and lay the foundations of what we will be in the
future. The present has been a roller coaster of events
and visits – the fun of meeting new people; dinners
within and out with the Livery; showcasing my personal
interests in Museums, and pop up visits to see our
historic Glove Collection on public display. These are all
detailed elsewhere in this marvellous yearbook. 

I think we are a vibrant, engaged and philanthropic
Livery Company – fit for the future.

The Master

A LOOK BACK OVER 2014

Presenting gloves to the Lord Mayor, her Consort 
and the Mansion House Officers

Being greeted by De Bradshaw, the Master Plaisterer
(the Master’s other Livery Company)



Adockyard in Cumbria in January! Despite
prophesies of doom from one Past Master, a party
of a dozen Glovers travelled to Barrow-in-Furness,

having been invited by the CO, Cdr Scott Bower, to see
our affiliated submarine in the final stages of construction
and meet members of the crew. The visit began with an
excellent briefing by Lieutenant Luke Williams on the roles
of the Navy’s submarines and the capabilities of the
Astute class. Luke and WO Nigel Brunning then escorted
us to the Devonshire Dock Hall. We walked around Artful
at ground level and then took a lift to the highest gantry,

three stories high, to see her at deck level. Finally, we
returned to the crew accommodation for a buffet lunch
with members of the crew, giving us a valuable
opportunity to tell them about the Glovers’ Company, as
well as learning about their life at Barrow. Soon Artful will
be rolled out into an outside dock for several months of
trials and tests before she is ready to join the Faslane
Flotilla. Cdr Bower assured us that there will be more
opportunities to visit Artful over the next year.
HMS Artful was subsequently launched on 19th May 2014.

Michael Orr

Events during 2014
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VISIT TO HMS ARTFUL – PROGRESSING WELL UP AT BARROW
Barrow-in-Furness – Thursday, 16th January

For the first Livery lunch of 2014 the Company met at Plaisterers’ Hall.
Whilst one of the newest Livery Halls, it matches the grandeur of any of
the much older ones. It opened in November 1972 and has décor

throughout of the neo-classical style created by Robert Adam in the 18th
century. His various designs have been faithfully reproduced in great detail
both on plaster and wood, some being taken from his original moulds. The
Hall was built on condition that it could match the capacity of the Mansion
House. That proved no obstacle for the Company, which sat down with 189
Members and their guests.
The Master, Alderman Alison Gowman, welcomed our guests including the
Masters of the Broderers, Apothecaries, Curriers, Framework Knitters,
Carmen, Fellmongers, Pattenmakers, Management Consultants,
Cordwainers of York and Educators. She also welcomed Lt Luke Williams,
and WOs Nigel Brunning and Scott Robertson from HMS Artful, as well as

the Company scholar from King Edward’s School Whitley, Usaid Qasmi.

A FINE WINTER LUNCH, SERVED WITH AN ENJOYABLE HELPING OF HISTORY
Plaisterers’ Hall – Tuesday, 28th January

The Master, Principal Guest Lucy Worsley
and Renter Warden

The Master organised an evening
visit to The Cheapside Hoard
Exhibition at the Museum of

London. The Glovers’ party included the
Master, Past Masters Oliver Holmes and
Keith Ebsworth; the Renter Warden,
Ann Esslemont; and Glovers Michael
Hudson, John Ludgate, Roger Marsh
and Charles Stokes. The Cheapside
Hoard is the world’s largest and most
exquisite cache of Elizabethan and early

Stuart jewellery, which was discovered
by workmen in 1912. There were some
Elizabethan gloves on display, but they
did not belong to our collection. There
was also a portrait – perhaps of
Princess Elizabeth - holding a pair of
gloves. After seeing the exhibition, the
Glovers were kindly entertained to
drinks at the Master’s flat from which
there is a fine view of the City.

Michael Hudson

CHEAPSIDE HOARD
Museum of London – Friday, 10th January

The Glovers’ party at the Museum
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Thanks to the expert Curators, our visit provided a
fascinating introduction to how the museum’s
founder created the building and collection to

become, as Sir John Soane said, “studies for my mind”.

The weather was appropriately inclement, as when Sir
John bequeathed the museum to the nation in 1833,
he specified that it be kept “as nearly as possible in the
state in which he shall leave it” and visitors should not
be admitted in “wet and dirty weather”.

The museum was lit by candles, creating  a magical
atmosphere to view items, such as King Seti I’s 
(1303–1290 BC) alabaster sarcophagus, in the
Sepulchral Chamber.

In the Picture Room we saw the many pictures hung on
movable walls, with pride of place being given to the
majestic Riva del Schiavoni by Canaletto and the
famous Rake’s Progress series by Hogarth.

Of equal delight was the ingenious room design, with
many nooks and crannies, often lit by reflected light
from the mirrors found throughout the building.

Our Master has been a Trustee at the Museum for nine
years, being now the Deputy Chairman. She ensured
the viewing of a special treasure, being the gloves of
Mrs Soane.

The Museum knew very little about them but believed
they might pre-date Mrs Soane. The Glovers agreed to
find out more and Liveryman Douglas Sweet made a
special visit with the Master to give his expert opinion
and help.

This was a memorable evening, topped off by a most
convivial dinner at nearby Coopers Restaurant.

Clive Grimley

VISIT TO SIR JOHN SOANE’S MUSEUM AND SUPPER
Lincoln’s Inn Fields – Tuesday, 18th February

The very interesting tour in progress

The Glovers’ party waiting for the dinner gong!

The Master then introduced our Guest Speaker, Dr Lucy Worsley, who as Curator
of Historic Royal Palaces is well known to many for her fascinating programmes
and documentaries about the social history of the Royal Family, as well as her
much lauded series: ‘A Very British Murder’.

Her theme on this occasion was very different; she kept all captivated by the
story of Wild Peter. Peter was found in the Hertswold Forest by a party of
hunters, led by George I, while on a visit to his Hanover homeland. He was
brought to Great Britain in 1726 by order of the King’s daughter. They
believed him feral, having been brought up by wild animals. Current wisdom
believes he suffered from a rare condition known as Pitt-Hopkins Syndrome
and was abandoned by his parents. It was a memorable speech and a fitting
climax to an excellent lunch. The Master presented Lucy with a replica pair of
the famous purple gloves that she wears during her filming and which were
made by Chester Jefferies. The Clerk

Lucy’s new gloves 
by Chester Jefferies
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A team to strike fear into the less nimble The Master, showing how it’s done!

This year the weather was balmy and the running
surface dry. Yet the five lane course is tricky:
runners set off fast but have to stop to toss the

pancake and then slow down to turn round a cone at
the bottom end of the course.

As the Glovers provide white gloves for contestants, we
are guaranteed entry every year.

The Renter Warden selected a splendid team of four
ladies: The Master, Liz Elvin (who competed in the
Liverymen heats), Rita Atkinson (Lady) and Catherine
Pollard (Novelty), all of whom Ann ably managed.

Marshalls positioned up and down the course
checked that every runner observed lane etiquette,

tossed the pancake in the designated area and
returned to place the frying pan on a table with
pancake still in place. 

We were drawn to run in lane one, close to the baying
crowd and the Corporation photographer, and sadly
did not advance beyond the heats. Still, at least our
runners did not suffer the fate of one Master, who
tripped and lost pride as well as pancake.

As usual the team was well supported and those
spotted waving and cheering included Michael Orr,
Charles Stokes, Daphne Cave, Michael Hudson, Rex
Reynolds and our gallant and learned Clerk.

Alvan Seth-Smith

INTER-LIVERY PANCAKE RACES
Guildhall Yard – Tuesday, 4th March

Every March, the Makers of Playing Cards organise a
duplicate bridge competition at Drapers’ Hall, for
Liverymen. Pairs play 24 hands for a range of prizes,

with a splendid supper halfway through.
This year our usual champions were indisposed, so
David and Christine Thorp (who together deal a pretty
deft hand!) agreed to fly our Company’s flag. Sadly, the
selectors’ judgement then deserted them and they
unwisely asked your Yearbook Editor and his Father to
play second fiddle. Not at all a good idea!
The result was predictable in that David and Christine
finished the evening ranked a very creditable 27th,
while the wretched Editorial pair slunk in a shaming
47th. (They whined that the damage was mostly done

in a disastrous final hand, where
a perfectly achievable Two
Spades suddenly morphed into a
frankly ridiculous Four Spades,
on which they were duly
Doubled and then slaughtered.
However, this was merely a
feeble attempt to disguise their
basic inadequacy!)

So well done to David and
Christine and let us hope the
selectors deal most firmly with the miscreants. Hanging
is too good for such people!

The Editor

INTER-LIVERY BRIDGE COMPETITION
Drapers’ Hall – Monday, 3rd March

The Makers of
Playing Cards’ Crest
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The weekend of the Shire Horse Show is a
wonderful annual fixture in the Glovers' calendar
in March. A visit by the Master to present gloves

each year has occasionally been enhanced by a wider
social visit by more Glovers.
This year the Show had moved to a new venue near
Grantham and as logistics were not too clear in
advance, this became a visit limited to a few Glovers.

They could all report that the location, access and VIP
accommodation were exceptional and will be worth
another larger social visit in another year. The new
location had attracted a large number of visitors and
this bodes well for the future of the event.
The Shire Horse Society was founded in 1878 to
promote the old English breed of cart horse. Today the
magnificent work horses are finding new roles and
work to do in order to ensure that they do not
disappear. Historically their early role was in warfare
and carrying great loads and this attribute, coupled
with their strength, meant that they were recognised as
excellent work horses on the farm and later towing
barges along canals.
The railway, tractors and road haulage were all likely to
overtake this traditional horsepower and shire horse
numbers fell from well over a million to just a few
thousand by the 1960s and the breed was in serious
trouble. A small group of dedicated breeders came to
rescue though and the Shire is seeing a resurgence in
popularity both as a working animal and a riding horse.
The Shire Horse Society played a vital part in this and is
working hard to halt the decline in Shire numbers,
which means finding new roles for the breed. This
includes working on farms again (less environmental
impact) and in forestry (again the hooves are less

THE SHIRE HORSE SOCIETY SPRING SHOW
Grantham – Saturday and Sunday, 22nd to 23rd April

The Master, together with
Past Masters, Glovers and
guests made a special

visit to the Shakespeare
Birthplace in Stratford upon
Avon. On arrival, there was an
informal visit to the new
exhibition “Shakespeare All
Around Us”. After a buffet, the
Master welcomed all the
Members and guests, and
presented a copy of the
“History of the Glovers” to
Mrs. Catherine Peel of the
Shakespeare Birthplace Trust.
The tour of the Birthplace

included the Glove Workshop,
to which the Company
contributed when it was being
set up. There was a private
display of “Trust Treasures”,
which included gloves and
other items from the extensive
Shakespeare Collection, as well
as a selection of items relating
to glove-making, together with
other material on Shakespeare’s
life and times. 

The Birthplace Trust’s website is
http://www.shakespeare.org.uk

Michael Hudson

“BRING ON THE BARD!”: VISIT TO THE SHAKESPEARE BIRTHPLACE TRUST
Stratford-upon-Avon – Friday, 21th March

A Percheron Shire Horse

The Glovers’ presentation 
to the Trust
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The 72nd United Guilds Service certainly fulfilled its
original function to "lift the spirits of the City".
The Dean of St Paul's, The Very Reverend Dr

David Ison, was the preacher and reminded the
congregation of the need to look beneath the outer
garments and show, to judge only with right
judgement, challenging each of us to understand the
nature of leadership and "followship" in our roles

within the Livery and the City. A new anthem to
commemorate the 400th anniversary of the granting of
a Royal Charter to the Founders was sung to the words
of their motto "God the only Founder". Its modern
setting was excellent but some preferred the traditional
Parry anthem "I was glad". Our own chorister was
singing heartily wearing the Glovers' medal.  Some
rousing hymns including "he who would valiant be"
allowed the congregation to sing to our hearts content
and the Clerk was gracious enough to note that the
4th line read "Follow the Master". This the 30 Livery
and guests in attendance duly did to the Innholders'
Hall for lunch afterwards. This was a new venue
proposed by the Master as the Hall stands in her Ward
of Dowgate. Known for their hospitality they did not
disappoint and we all enjoyed suckling pig, fish pie and
chicken fricassee followed by apple crumble rhubarb,
Eton mess and cheese. The hall beadle, John Cash,
who doubles as the Ward Beadle for Dowgate and for
the Master Glover (as Alderman) gave the Glovers a
glimpse upstairs with some of the history of the hall.
Well placed on the River Thames to catch the passing
trade but downwind of the smelly businesses up the
hill, the Hall is the heart of good City hospitality which
we certainly enjoyed.

The Master

UNITED GUILDS’ SERVICE AND LUNCH
St Paul’s and Innholders’ Hall – Friday, 4th April

A splendid lunch at the lovely Innholders’ Hall

damaging to the sensitive flora and
fauna). This is not to forget that the
traditional role of the brewery horse
pulling the dray has been retained by
many of the traditional brewers,
primarily as a promotional tool.
The Master is always hosted by the
generosity of Past Master Clive
Lidstone who is a Past President of
the Shire Horse Society and very well
connected. The other strong Glover
connection is with Liveryman Betty
Peacock, who hosts the VIPs and
organises the sponsors and presenters of the rosettes
and gloves. The Master presents gloves (No, not to the
horses!) to the drivers of the turnout classes - the
brewery and funeral drays and wagons.
This dedicated band of participants not only groom the
shire horses pulling the wagons immaculately, but also
present themselves in very smart and appropriate attire

and the wagons are painted and
polished to perfection. On the basis
that some come first there is  an art
to distinguishing the best and here
John Peacock (husband of Betty) is
the Chief Judge. Their son Anthony is
the Chief Steward so between them
the Master receives a full and
interesting briefing. Other Livery
Companies attend – in particular the
Saddlers and Farriers. It is always
rewarding to share time with other
Masters and this builds on the links

of the Glovers. The Master was accompanied by the
Renter Warden, and Past Master Keith Ebsworth and Val
also joined them on Sunday. They are all keen supporters
of the event. The Glovers are, as ever, grateful to the
dedicated work of our members, Clive and Betty, for all
they do to promote shire horses and the Glovers.

The Master

The Master Farrier and our Master 
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Seventy-five Liverymen came to
Tallow Chandlers’ Hall to meet
in Common Hall – a first for the

Company since 2010. The Master
outlined the purpose of the
meeting, Rodney Jagelman
explained the wish of the Court to
raise membership from 250 to 300
within five years. A Membership
Task Force had been set up but the
best way is for us members to bring
in our friends.
Our Apprentice Master introduced a
new Apprentice Scheme for 18-25
year-olds, who might later become
Glovers. Apprentices will be mentored
by a Liveryman for up to seven years.
Maggie Manwaring, from the
Charity Projects Committee (CPC),
described her work over the winter
providing around 6,000 pairs of
gloves to the homeless via the
charity network.
Oscar Holmes, also of CPC, talked

about the donation of cryotherapy
gloves for patients through Christie
Cancer and Bart’s Hospitals and
Bristol Royal Infirmary. He then
briefed us on educational bursaries
for students at the City of London
and St Paul’s Cathedral Schools.

The Endowment Fund Raising
Committee is researching big
projects in which we could become
a major benefactor. The focus is on
children’s prosthetics – with the
obvious link of gloves and prosthetic
hands.

Finally, on Finance, Rodney
Jagelman summarised the
Company’s Annual Income and
Expenditure, highlighting the
primacy of Quarterage income.

Following these formal presentations
the Master opened the meeting to
questions from the floor.

At the reception after Common Hall,

the Company was delighted to
welcome the guest of honour, Black
Rod and Gentleman Usher,
Lieutenant General David Leakey
CMG CBE. After a presentation of
gloves he provided a most
interesting and amusing insight into
the role that he plays in Parliament.
At the Court meeting before
Common Hall the Company was
delighted to welcome three new
Liverymen; Mary Somerville, Duncan
Gwyther and Krys Szczotka.

Jonathan Crossman

COMMON HALL AND RECEPTION
Tallow Chandlers’ Hall – Thursday, 8th April

The Common Hall Q & A in full swing

This prestigious competition does not just happen
by chance, nor of its own accord. Preparation and
hard work by the Glove Trade Committee typically

elicits over 100 entries. A Judgment Day is set and BM
Polyco kindly hosts the Panel. Scrutiny by experts from
the glove trade ensures that the best glove designs and
safety poster are chosen. Scores are given for the
technical drawings, design, research, practicality of

manufacture and
innovation. The
students can also
suggest a price at
which the gloves will
be retailed.

This year, the Judging
Panel consisted of
Kelly Elliott (Dents),
PM Roddy Morriss,

Alicia Pearson (Easton Design Studio), the Master, PM
John Spanner, Leslie Blustin and Sarah Bridge (both of
Polyco) and Mabel Hammett.

The results, revealed at the July Awards Lunch, were:
Ladies’ Fashion Gloves for Autumn/Winter 2014
Winner: Charlotte Dawson, Norton College, Sheffield
Runner-up: Charlotte Holt, Huddersfield University

Men’s Gloves for Autumn/Winter 2014
Winner: Elizabth Dyson, Huddersfield University
Runner-up: Rebecca Murray, Huddersfield University

Dents Prize for the Most Commercial Design
Lucy Hill, Norton College, Sheffield

College making the Greatest Contribution to
the Competition
Norton College, Sheffield

Safety Poster Competition
Winner: Ewa Singh, Walsall College

The Master

ANNUAL STUDENT GLOVE DESIGN COMPETITION
Polyco – Friday 25th April

Four of the Judges lock horns
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The historic surroundings of the India and Pakistan
Hall in the Royal Overseas League formed the
venue for this year`s Dinner with our affiliated

Regiment. A large carved oak plaque on the wall
records the names of Indian and Pakistani Princes and
dignitaries from our Empire days, who contributed to
this building and I wondered what view they might
take of the evening’s proceedings. For them to see the
men in dinner jackets and the ladies in short dresses
would have seemed most informal!

With over 40 Glovers and their guests and 36 from the
Regiment and their sister unit, we made a friendly
gathering where contacts could be renewed and new
friends made, which was the purpose of the evening.
On display at the entrance to the Hall was a short DVD
of the unit`s recent diving expedition to the
Mediterranean, to which we, as Glovers, had
contributed. Without our support it is difficult for such
extra adventure training activities to be achieved. Many

from the Regiment had come straight from a unit
inspection, so were relieved that the day was over.
After the meal and loyal toasts, the CO introduced a
retired officer who spoke of the history of many
famous painters, poets and sculptors who served in the
Artists Rifles and made it such a unique unit.

He was followed by our own Master who spoke of
the important work being undertaken by our
Regiment, the debt we owe to those who serve in
the Armed Forces and the pleasure we, as Glovers,
take in meeting with our affiliated units. As a token
of this fellowship she presented gloves to several of
the Officers and senior NCOs and it did not go
unnoticed that several of them chose to show their
thanks with a kiss!

The formal proceedings then finished, but many
lingered in the bar before drawing a most enjoyable
evening to its close.

Richard Morris

DINNER WITH OUR REGIMENT
Royal Overseas League – Thursday, 1st May

Another loan of two pairs of gloves by The Glove
Collection Trust meant a trip to the Garden
Museum by Lambeth Palace (One Liveryman

claimed never to have been south of the River.). We
were welcomed by Russell Clark the Exhibitions'
Curator as we stood under the spectacular floral
sculpture by Rebecca Louise Law, called The Floral
Garden displayed. This included some 4,600 blooms
that were initially fresh but were slowly drying and
decaying during the run of the Exhibition. Russell
guided us through the many interesting exhibits. He
explained how the exhibition had grown out of a visit
from Alan Rickman and Kate Winslet, who were
working on a film about rival landscape gardeners and
so the idea of clothes and fashion and gardening was
borne. He was helped by the expertise given by the
Chairman of the Garden Museum, Nicky Shulman, who
provided excellent contacts and contents. One pair of
our 17th century gloves, with a stunning black and
white design on the cuff, was displayed with reference
to the design for a hortus plantanicus in Heidelberg.
The marvellous designs on the cuffs echoing the formal
garden motifs. Outside in the recreated knot garden

were the tombs of John Tradescant the Elder (c.1570-
1638) and Younger (1608-1662) as well as of Captain
Bligh. Christopher, one of their many volunteers,
described the garden's history and delights before we
enjoyed home-baked scones and cream with runny
rhubarb jam. And so it was that twenty three Glovers
met on a windy but warm Saturday and relaxed in the
way that only happens in other people's gardens.

The Master

POPPING UP AT THE GARDEN MUSEUM
Saturday, 12th April

The Glovers’ party at the Garden Museum
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Although the port city of Hamburg is tucked 100
km inland, nevertheless it remains Germany’s
largest seaport (and second largest city),

because it links the North and Baltic Sea routes, thanks
to the Kiel Canal. During the 2014 Master’s Weekend
in Hamburg, Glovers had multiple opportunities to
witness its cosmopolitan charm.

On a breezy, bright lunchtime boat trip, for a couple of
hours we were treated to a close-up view of the docks.
From our food- and drink-laden tables we glided past
giant jetties and pontoons, marvelling at the forest of
huge cranes that load and unload forty foot long
containers, labelled with names echoing all corners of
the world, onto ships with equally exotic names. Our
guide relayed impressive trade statistics, confirming
Hamburg’s global seafaring status. 

As if we needed reminding! On the night the Glovers
arrived, no sooner were we unpacked, wined and
dined, than our first Hamburg destination was to be the
notorious Reeperbahn red-light district. Through a
warren of pedestrian alleys we were guided with a fairly
candid commentary past Olivia’s Bar, offering trans-
anything delights, as well as the site of the Star Club –
long gone – where Glovers’ Beatle fans paid homage!
At one point the women were re-routed, while our
intrepid(!) male Glovers trundled through the notorious
Herbert Strasse, with its “windows of delight”.

We toured the city’s Handleskammer (Chamber of
Commerce) with its stock exchange hall, where
Alderman Ruth Berckholtz and her colleague explained
the City’s insignia on show and Hamburg’s economic
success through its trading history. Its centuries old
connections with the erstwhile port of the City of
London, via the ancient Hanseatic League, is illustrated

by the fact the City’s Silent Ceremony is part of
Hamburg’s own Alderman electoral ceremony, and also
why the Alderman of Hamburg always attends our
Lord Mayor’s Show. Today an alley named Steelyard
Passage, below Cannon Street Station, is the only
reminder of the once-powerful “Stalhof” that stood in
the heart of Dowgate Ward, where today our current
Master presides as Alderman. 

Next, around the neighbouring block, Glovers were
guided expertly through Hamburg’s baroque-style
Rathaus (Town Hall). We saw a magnificent set of
official rooms, exquisitely renovated after the disastrous
fire of 1842. These were a stunning testimony to the
wealth and success of the City.

That evening began with chilled champagne and
canapés on the sunny lawn at the Anglo-German Club,
in the heart of Harvestehude – Hamburg’s leafy, upper-
crust residential district on the banks of the
Aussenalster. By seven o’clock sharp, the Glovers were
back in the vaulted cellars of the Town Hall for the
ritual mammoth hamburger and chips (What else?)
dinner, which rounded off a great day.

Between two green domes on the waterfront at St
Pauli lies the Hafen Klub - Hamburg’s most exclusive
international social venue, supported by 330 local
enterprises. It hosted the dining highlight of the
Glovers’ weekend: the Master’s banquet. Former
Hamburg Aldermen, Nikolaus Schues and Walter Stork,
with their wives, attended a surprisingly relaxed yet
formal occasion. From the window, our dinner was
framed by a stunning view of sunset over the harbour,
where we could see the Queen Elizabeth II being
refurbished in a dry dock in the foreground.

MASTER’S WEEKEND IN HAMBURG
30th May – 1st June

The Glovers’ party – ready to explore the city

The Master
exchanging
momentos
in Hamburg
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Before the weekend was over, any Glovers who were not
already converted became (model) trainspotting nerds,
after our behind-the-scenes tour at the world’s largest
model railway exhibition: the Miniatur Wunderland. In
one of Hamburg’s regenerated warehouses on the old
docks, are various sprawling miniature landscapes, laid
out in miraculous detail on a tiny scale, guaranteed to
melt even the most reluctant visitors’ hearts. 

Also located in a converted warehouse in the
regenerated docks, the Maritime Museum offered no
less than nine fascinating floors, where not a single
aspect of any kind of ocean vessel was neglected –
from the crested crockery of the most exclusive cruise
liners, to the warship cannons as used in historical sea
battles; from an exquisite, solid gold, mini-replica of
Columbus’s Santa Maria, complete with platinum
rigging, to a Van der Velde oil portrait of listing vessels
off the Fresian Islands in the North Sea. 

The visit to an installation called ‘Gomorrah 1943’
about Hamburg’s World War Two, was an altogether
sobering experience on the morning of our last day. In
the surviving crypt and tower of the city centre’s
bombed out St Nicholai Church, this exhibition may
have roused empathy for the citizens of Hamburg who
some 60-odd years ago, like millions in UK cities, faced
the tragedy of World War Two’s destruction and loss of
life. Klaus Francke, Chairman of the Mahnmal St
Nicolai Trust and its curator, told us this exhibition was
to inform future generations “without prejudice”.

Not for the fainthearted was the final event of our
weekend. The Glovers kitted themselves out in
hardhats and yellow boots for an insider’s tour of the
construction site, which will be Hamburg’s
Elbphilharmonie concert halls and apartments,
designed by dynamic duo architects Herzog De Meuron
(of Tate Modern fame). Hochtief, the site’s
engineer/developer gave us two guides who, with
charm, spared us no details. This may not be
Hamburgers’ (or Hamburgerin’s!) favourite project,
because although it will be the city’s stunning new
skyline signature building, with its fabulous Elbe River
views, it is already almost seven years behind schedule
and will cost the city over 10 times its original budget. 

The party began to break up after lunch on Sunday. To
sum up a memorable Master’s Weekend, the party
agreed Hamburg had been a delight. Our itinerary gave
each of us something we knew we were going to
enjoy, as well as many things enjoyable, that we had
not anticipated.  What more could we ask?

Caroline Dale

A suspicious-looking group outside 
the infamous Reeperbahn police station

Hamburg Rathaus, with its lovely wall paintings 
of the founding of the city

The Elbphilharmonie concert hall and apartments,
which are spectacular, but also spectacularly over budget!
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INTER-LIVERY CLAY PIGEON SHOOT
Holland & Holland, Northwood – Wednesday, 21st May

The Glovers fielded two teams this
year. The A team of Julian Walker,
Malcolm Freeman, Tim Roe and

Marios Stylianides and the B team, of
Simon Somerville, Pete Gourri, Julian
Lidstone and your scribe. Training and
selection was hard fought and it was a
great shame that, on the evening
before, Pete Gourri had to cry off.

Our prayers were answered as, on the
morning, the weather was clement
even if the hour of our meeting, 7
o’clock, was not. Over a hearty
breakfast, team orders were issued,
morale was hardened and nerves
steadied. Although first on our stands, queues quickly
built up; not surprising as there were 123 teams from
the 62 Livery Companies participating. The B team
cunningly substituted a look-alike for Pete Gourri, who
scored surprisingly well. Even more fortunate that on
the circuit, the Fan Makers photographer was corralled
to become Pete for the last three stands. This was
essential, as the flush needs all four guns to shoot
together at some eighty clays thrown over in coveys.

Again our substitute excelled. (Note to
self: Remember next year to take a
barrel sleeve to protect hand from red
hot barrels.) Every stand was different,
with each gun facing four pairs of
birds being thrown together or one
immediately after another to cross, go
away, rise vertically, come towards the
butt or soar from high towers. Marios
scored the highest and both teams
performed splendidly, with A coming
29th and B, 45th. Not bad for our first
outing. The day is a great opportunity
to meet like minded souls from the
other Companies and there is always

friendly banter and much warm encouragement. The
Gun Makers fielded eight teams (but they would,
wouldn’t they?) and there were 17 ladies competing.

The competition finished with an excellent lunch and
the prize giving before we all went our separate ways.
Everyone had a great day and swore to compete next
year. So, start preparing now and mark the 20th of
May 2015 in your diary for next year’s competition.

Roddy Morris

Our boys, some looking like a rather
”county” version of the Sopranos

in their shades!

One of the privileges of our Livery
is to be able to participate in
events that would otherwise be

unavailable to us. This was particularly
apparent on the evening of 22nd May
as I sat with our Master in the main
Mess Hall of the Faslane naval base
listening to the Commodore in full Mess
Kit address his captains and crew
members, similarly attired, on the
challenges and successes facing his
Flotilla in 2014 and beyond.

Naval camaraderie needs no explanation
from me and in our own submarine
crew I can see that HMS Artful have
already developed strong bonds amongst
themselves and welcomed the Master
and me with great enthusiasm. It was

therefore a most enjoyable evening and
further developed the links between us. 

One of our Company is generously
donating a Ram’s Head plaque to be
installed on the boat when she
becomes operational and Commander
Scott Bower who will captain this
submarine when operational, approved
the model prepared by Liveryman Peter
Maxwell Aylwin, so I can foresee
another excuse arising in the near
future to visit our boat and her crew.
Our Company is extremely fortunate to
have this special link and my only regret
was for the poor Sub Lt whose mobile
phone rang in the midst of the
Commodore’s address!

Richard Morris

THE FASFLOT DINNER
Helensburgh, Argyll and Bute – Thursday, 22nd May

The Master and Richard 
with officers from Faslane
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The midsummer meeting of Common Hall for the
election of two Sheriffs, the Aleconners, the
Bridgemasters and the Auditors, has changed

little since medieval times, according to medieval
historian, Professor Emerita Caroline Barron. Caroline
watched the ceremony with our Clerk from the Gallery
in Great Hall and enjoyed the embodiment of her
historical knowledge played out below. She wondered
if the testing of beer by the aleconners was a
“Victorian medievalism” but that did not worry her
over-much in the midst of all the ceremony.

However, Caroline’s full academic learning and research
came to the fore in her after-lunch talk on the topic of

AN ANCIENT CEREMONY FOLLOWED BY A MEDIEVAL EXPOSÉ
The Election of Sheriffs at Guildhall – Tuesday, 24th June

The new Sheriffs, Alderman Dr Andrew Parmley and
Fiona Adler, flanking the Lord Mayor

Was it worth waiting 350 years? Yes it was! A
party of 39 Glovers and their guests were
treated to a superb display of precision

marching and military music in the evening sunshine in
the presence of both HM
The Queen and HRH The
Duke of Edinburgh. The
crowd was delighted to see
not only the Duke, who as
Captain General Royal
Marines was taking the
salute, but also Her
Majesty, thereby
undermining the belief that

they rarely attend public events together.

Before arriving at Horse Guards Parade we had enjoyed
afternoon tea with champagne at the National Gallery
Dining Rooms where they treated us so handsomely
that few tables seemed able to finish their selection of
cakes. Indeed, we were reluctant to leave the dry
comfort of the Dining Rooms, as the showers seemed
set for the evening, but by the time we had taken our
places in the south east corner of the parade ground
the sun had broken through and stayed with us until
the final march past the saluting base.

The massed bands of the Royal Marines were joined by
the Marine Band of the Royal Netherlands Navy and by
the 2nd Marine Division Band of the US Marine Corps
and were it not for their white trousers and peaked caps,

it would have been
difficult to separate them
from our own
bandsmen, as they all
wheeled in and out of
each other in perfect
step and harmony.

Old soldiers and sailors
were reminded of their youth, as the familiar
commands rang out across the parade ground to the
Colour Party, and as the Royal Guard, formed from M
Coy of 42 Commando, though more used to live
rounds, fired a perfectly executed volley.

All those who attended were delighted to have had the
opportunity to see this unique parade.

Richard Morris

BEATING THE RETREAT WITH THE ROYAL MARINES
Horseguards Parade – Wednesday, 4th June

Her Majesty and the
Duke of Edinburgh arrive.

Massed Royal Marine drummers

. . . and massed Glovers on parade, too
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Admiration of the Stuarts
runs deep in my family.
My sister and I are

named after Stuart monarchs,
while my father was President
of the Royal Stuart Society. The
gates of my daughter's Oxford
College will not be opened
again until the Stuarts return
to the throne, and I was
brought up on tales of "King
Charles, The Martyr".

So the excellent walk through
the London of Charles I that
took place in a showery, but
warm, late June evening was particularly poignant for me.
My enthusiasm was clearly shared by the 40+ Glovers and
partners who joined our organiser, Liveryman Caroline
Dale, on a time-travel back to 1638 London.

We met at the Banqueting House, where a number of
ladies were gallantly invited to "come upstairs and look
at the ceiling" – bean bags provided – to be rewarded
with a magnificent collection of Rubens nudes. We
visited the spot where Charles was executed, heard of
how he wore two shirts on that cold morning so he
would not shiver and give the impression of nervousness
to the crowds, passed St Margaret's Westminster, and
Westminster Abbey and then wound our way through
the appropriately named and very pretty, Queen Anne

Street (where the house where
Sting lived struck a
contemporary note) to St
James's Park. There we took in
what many consider London's
finest view, which is from the
bridge over the lake, with
Buckingham Palace on one side
and Whitehall on the other.

We traversed the park until we
reached the Queen's Chapel,
next to St James's Palace, which
was opened up specially for us
by kind permission of Her
Majesty. Struck by its intimacy

and beauty, we were given a brief but fascinating insight
into its history and a treaty made at its foundation, that
still plays a part in the protection of our country.

Then it was on though ancient streets, arcades and
alleyways, and eventually to the Richoux Restaurant in
Piccadilly, formerly the grocers “Jacksons of Piccadilly”,
with its original decorated glass roof still intact. Inside,
we sat down to a fine supper of shepherd's pie and
strawberry tart, and spent the evening quietly reflecting
upon our wonderful heritage. And yes, one or two
hardened fans, who long for the return of the Stuarts,
passed their wine over their water glass in a silent toast
to "the King across the water"

Charles Stokes

EVENING WALK THROUGH 1638 WESTMINSTER, AND DINNER
Westminster, St James’s Park, The Queen’s Chapel and Piccadilly – Monday, 30th June

Westminster Great Hall,
with its famous ceiling

A wooden portico and front
door on Queen Anne Street

the Medieval Glovers. A maximum of 40 Glovers and
guests enjoyed the usual Guildhall Club lunch and then
supped with even more delight on the many historical
details in Caroline's talk.

She had sought to discover the people behind the
institution and had found 30 wills of Glovers from the
period 1350–1550. Links with the Charterhouse
Chapel, where many of the plague victims were buried
at the time of our first Ordinances, was new to most of
us and, as this area is to be the subject of an
archaeological excavation in the near future, it will be
interesting to know if more can be established. The
main location for Glovers was however near St
Magnus, on the northside of London Bridge, and many
glovers' shops were actually perched on the Bridge,

where the rents collected added to the coffers of the
City's Bridge House Estates. Male and female
apprentices were indentured and many found favour
with their apprentice masters and received legacies in
their wills. Caroline had found a “new” document of
1388 which suggested that our fraternal ordinances,
dated 1354, might have been doctored and created at
a later date.

More research is definitely needed and Caroline will be
working further on these records and will speak about
them at a conference in the US next year. Indeed, First
Under Warden Michael Orr is planning an interesting
seminar/study day in 2016 which may well touch on
this and other similar topics.

The Master
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ANNUAL AWARDS LUNCHEON
Merchant Taylors’ Hall – Tuesday, 15th July

The annual Awards lunch, traditionally held in July,
is always regarded as a signal event in the
Glovers’ calendar. 2014 was no exception and

was made all the more memorable, because the
Company gathered for the occasion in the beautiful
surroundings of Merchant Taylors’ Hall.

Parts of the Hall date back to 14th Century and some
of the original work, made of beaten clay covered in
rushes, can still be seen today in the flooring. At the
time of the Great Fire, the hall was gutted, leaving only
the walls and foundations. The building was restored
and embellished with tapestries, stained glass windows
and chandeliers; but it was hit by incendiary bombs in
September 1940 during the London Blitz, such that the
Hall plus both Galleries, the Western Entrance, the
Grand Staircase and the Parlour, with the Drawing
Room above, were all destroyed. Certain important
parts of the premises, however, escaped damage.
These included the Library with its collection, the Court
Room, the Great Kitchen, which has been in
continuous use since 1425; and part of the Crypt of
the late 14th century Chapel, which adjoined the East
end of the Hall.

The Company was most honoured to have Sairey
Stemp, Fashion Editor of Cosmopolitan UK, as the
guest speaker. In addition, Masters from a number of
Livery Companies were able to attend, including the
Leathersellers, Girdlers, Tallow Chandlers, Saddlers
and Parish Clerks. In addition, the Company also
hosted Mr Alan Murray from the British Safety

Industry Federation, Mr Jonathan Marsden from the
Royal Collection, and Mr Hugo Deadman,
speechwriter to the Lord Mayor. The Master,
Alderman Alison Gowman, took wine with five new
liverymen: Lieselotte Burdorf-Cook, Norman
Chapman, Belinda Donovan, Lindy Estlin and Richard
Inch. Mrs Shelley Millar also attended, having received
a Certificate of Lasting Friendship at the Court
meeting earlier in the day, to mark the new
relationship between the Company and 467 Barnet
Unit St John Ambulance. Flowers were also presented
to Val Maddocks, widow of the late Beadle, who has
retired after helping with the preparation of lunches
for a number of years.

In her speech, The Master welcomed Sairey Stemp and
our guests, and in particular the prize winners. The
Master then proposed a toast to the guests and in
return, Sairey Stemp answered and proposed a toast to
the Company.

Prizes were presented to students by the Master and
Sairey Stemp, under the direction of our Master of
Ceremonies, Past-Master John Spanner. The
Company also displayed a newly acquired, and very
rare, pair of 17th Century gloves with tapestry
gauntlet cuffs, which were much admired. These
were purchased at Bonham’s auction house by the
Glove Collection Trust.

Mark Butler

The Luncheon at Merchant Taylors’ Hall, with 
its lovely paintings, organ and gallery

Prize winners with the Master 
and the ever-jovial PM John Spanner
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Each year the Master Glover
presents fireproof gloves to the
Master Carman and the Lord

Mayor at the annual Cartmarking.
Dating back centuries, this is the
equivalent of a road worthiness
certificate. Cars, buses, motorcycles
and carts parade through Guildhall
Yard. A red hot branding iron is
presented to the Master Carman to
mark the letter of the year – this
year a W – on the wooden board
denoting the annual markings. If the vehicle has not
been marked before, it also receives an extra mark of
the City crest from the Lord Mayor. Our Master was
allowed to mark some vehicles. (It is not easy, when the

sun is as hot as the iron, and
you’re impeded by all the regalia
and a pair of fireproof gloves on
top of the gauntlets!)
This is all a most enjoyable scene
for spectators and appeals to
petrolheads, horse lovers and this
year, to bus fanatics too. This is
because it is the 150th anniversary
of the first bus, so there were
buses galore queuing up – one
driven by Sir Peter Hendy, who is a

Liveryman of the Carmen, and Commissioner of
Transport for London. A sumptuous lunch in a crowded
Guildhall followed the ceremony.

The Editor

ANNUAL CART MARKING GOES TO PLAN
Guildhall Yard – Wednesday, 16th July

Court No.4 has a prominent place in the City’s
calendar, because it is there on the second
Saturday in November that the incoming Lord

Mayor takes the oath of allegiance to the Crown. On
22nd July this year the Court was the scene of another
City tradition when we presented gloves to the new
Lord Chief Justice, Lord Thomas of Cwmgiedd. In the
past this has been a private ceremony but Lord Thomas
received his gloves in open court before the Lord Mayor
and Sheriffs, judges and members of the Bar, and staff
of the RCJ. Students from the London Academy of

Excellence and the Malcolm Arnold Academy from
Northampton were also present, at the start of a day’s
visit to the Courts, organized by the Kallisher Trust.

Our Company has a long tradition of presenting gloves
to major officeholders, including the Lord Mayor and
the Sheriffs, and for many years, to each Lord Chief
Justice on taking office. In her speech of presentation,
the Master spoke of the origins of the custom of
presenting white gloves to the judiciary as a symbol of
probity and described the process by which these
unique gloves were made. In reply, Lord Thomas
praised their workmanship and noted that white gloves
were traditionally presented to judges on assize if there
was no serious crime to try. He explained that this was
so common in Wales that it was known as “Gwlad y
Menyg Gwynion” – the Land of the White Gloves.

Lord Thomas’s gloves are made of white cabretta
leather, from Ethiopian hair sheep. The leather was
tanned and dyed at Pittards’ factory in Ethiopia. It was
then cut to Lord Thomas’s hand size by Chester Jeffries
in Gillingham, Dorset. Next the Royal coat-of-arms and
Lord Chief Justice’s title were embroidered with gold
and silver wire by Jenny Adin-Christie, a graduate of
the Royal School of Needlework. The gloves were then
returned to Chester Jeffries to be finished.

The Clerk

GLOVES FOR THE LORD CHIEF JUSTICE
Royal Courts of Justice – Tuesday, 22nd July

The Lord Chief Justice’s gloves on their splendid cushion
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Many will have seen
our air cadets on
parade at the

recent Banquet, but few
may be aware that in order
to mark the special link we
have enjoyed with 444
(Shoreditch) Squadron Air
Cadets since 2006, our
Master presented the
Squadron with a historic
wall plaque recording this
affiliation at their HQ.
The presentation was also
attended by First Under
Warden Michael Orr, who
had been instrumental in
preparing the plaque, Past Master Lt Col Roderick
Morriss, and your scribe, as our Forces Liaison Officer.
The Squadron Commanding Officer, Flt Lt Anthony
Barker RAFVR(T), replied to our Master by saying:
“We are honoured that we are able to show this

display to the members of
our Squadron as well as
visitors, so that they can
have the opportunity of
seeing the work which
Glovers help us to
undertake with the young
people of Shoreditch. The
Worshipful Company of
Glovers continues to be
extremely generous in so
many ways by their
involvement and that is
something which Cadets
and Staff are extremely
grateful for”.

We in turn are equally
proud of this relationship and will continue to
support the CO and his cadets. Gifts to date include
instruments for the band and flight simulator
software.

Richard Morris

THE MASTER PRESENTS A WALL PLAQUE TO OUR AIR CADETS
Shoreditch – Wednesday, 6th August

The Master with our plaque 
and one of the cadets

For the first time this year,
our Charity Projects
Committee approved a

donation of gloves to St
Paul`s Cathedral. From the
recent 
e-Newsletter you may
already be aware that in
May, I was able to deliver a
donation of white cotton
gloves for use by the
Librarian and his archivists in
connection with their work
on books and manuscripts.

However there was a small
balance left over and the
Cathedral mentioned in passing that the team who
deal with stone, wood and religious artwork were in
urgent need of nitrale gloves. Liveryman Leslie Blustin

generously tailored his
Polyco invoice to match that
balance and provided a large
carton containing boxes of
nitrale gloves, which I
delivered to Teresa Hardy, at
the Cathedral on 30th July.
Her team use these gloves
on a daily basis and she was
therefore particularly
delighted to receive them.
The photo shows the
handover in front of one of
Sir Christopher Wren’s
sundials which Teresa and her
team hope will one day be re-

installed in the Cathedral Gardens, perhaps with the aid
of our gloves.

Richard Morris

DIVINE INTERVENTION BY THE GLOVERS!
St Paul’s Cathedral – Wednesday, 30th July

Our gloves arriving at St Paul’s
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The bright September sun heralded a day out for
the Glovers that began in the Warner Textile
Archive, where a warm welcome preceded a

fascinating historical account of this extraordinary
textile designing, weaving and manufacturing family. 

A small museum demonstrates Mark Warner’s enormous
contribution to this country’s decorative arts. Its extensive
archive includes every woven and printed fabric of its
own plus numerous examples produced by others.

We saw how complex woodblock printing techniques
result in luxurious fabrics and were shown samples
commissioned by the most important people, palaces
and churches in this country.

From the Warner’s shop, we took the short drive to the

West Street Vineyard at Coggeshall. Seated on the sun-
shaded terrace overlooking the vineyards we sampled
the home-grown wine and a locally-sourced,
ingredients-inspired lunch. 

The Master’s guest, Peter Doe, gave an account of his
father’s lifelong involvement with Warner’s, that shined
a different, intimate light on the company’s history.

Afterwards, a short saunter along West Street led us to
a National Trust home, built for successful merchant
Thomas Paycocke in the 1500s. In its extensive garden –
once the site of the cloth workshops – we could wander
around, enjoying the last of the afternoon’s warmth. It
was an exciting day of revelations for us all.

Caroline Dale

VISIT TO THE WARNER TEXTILE ARCHIVE
Braintree, Essex – Friday, 12th September

Not many people know that Hexham
was a centre of the glove trade for
many centuries. This beautiful

country town in Northumberland is worth
visiting for many reasons, but the  gloving
links are extensive and a must for all
Glovers. It was therefore a delight that my
holiday in Northumberland allowed me to
explore them with the expert guidance of
Andy Bates. Andy is a leather worker who
has set up a leather workshop in the
Market Square. Most of his work is in replica pieces of
ancient design for use in Museums, but he is an expert
craftsman and teacher. He works with Northumberland

College and other groups to teach
leatherwork and craftsmanship.
He took me to see Glovers' Pant (a
drinking fountain which sadly no
longer dispenses any water),
Glovers' Place – the site of 6
former tanneries and the still
standing terraced houses where
the glove makers lived and
worked. The three burns
converging here ensured the right
supply for the leather tanning
process. There is even a Skinners'
Arms to slake the thirsty workers’

throats. Andy has many plans to bring
leather working (and vegetable tanning)
back to the area and is working hard to
provide training and jobs, as well as cultural
and leisure pursuits to the region. I was
pleased that local Glover, Mary Somerville
and her husband Ian joined me and
ensured some good company and photos. 

The focus of the visit to Hexham was to
present cryotherapy gloves to the hospital.
These keep the hands of patients

undergoing chemotherapy cold, helping to prevent
damage to the fingers and nailbeds, which is a common
side effect of the life-saving treatment. These gloves have
been presented to other hospitals and they are always
well received. Chairman of the Charity Projects
Committee, Roger de Courcey, travelled all the way from
London to meet the staff. An old thespian friend of his
and local celebrity, Brendan Healy, had first mentioned
the possibility of presenting gloves in Hexham and was
on hand to add a bit of sparkle to the event.

A further link for the Company is that the MP for
Hexham is a member of the Glovers. Guy Opperman
was elected in 2010 and fully supported the gift of
gloves. He was unable to be with us at the hospital on
this occasion but will be keeping in touch with the
Company in the future.

The Master

VISIT TO HEXHAM HOSPITAL
Hexham, Northumberland – Thursday, 21st August

The Glovers’ Pant

Delivering the cryotherapy gloves
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The Glovers' Banquet this year had all the usual
hallmarks of an excellent event - once again we
were in the Mansion House and, although our Lord

Mayor was absent, we had Alderman Sir Michael Bear as
Locum Tenens, with Lady Bear and both Sheriffs and their
ladies. An exceptionally large number of liverymen were
present and this meant that the event felt very much our
celebration of the conclusion of our 375th Anniversary
and of the Master's year. The icing on the cake was,
perhaps, the presence of our special guest, Miss Joan
Collins OBE and her husband Percy Gibson. She was
accompanied by her son Sacha Newley (son of Anthony
Newley and a very close likeness of his handsome father).

The Banquet was immediately preceded by the
freedom ceremony for Miss Collins to become a
Freeman of the City of London. Born a Londoner, her
life is mainly London-based and in her speech she
spoke of her love of London life and remembrances,
including collecting shrapnel from the bomb sites in her
childhood. As she was toasted as our youngest
freeman, she did not disguise her enjoyment.

The Pikemen and Musketeers together with 444 Squadron
formed the honour guard and were a very colourful and
important part of the grandeur of the setting and the
occasion. It was also fortuitous that the Master could
present the Captain of the Pikemen and Musketeers with
a token pair of gloves. This follows earlier gifts of gauntlets
to them. Their uniform was much admired by our guests. 

Third Under Warden Alvan Seth-Smith made a
wonderful speech of welcome to our Company guests.

He received a cheer as he mentioned the continuance
of the UK – we all sat down to dine just as the votes in
Scotland were being counted! Alvan also cleverly linked
the Egyptian Hall with an early film Joan Collins had
appeared in, in which she was imprisoned by actor
James Roberston Justice – to whom our Beadle, Paul
Tredgett, bears an uncanny resemblance.

The Lord Mayor Locum Tenens graciously received a
cheque from the Glovers for the Lord Mayor's Appeal
and then presented the Master and Clerk with gifts
from her. The Master, in greeting everyone, spoke of
the joy of giving and receiving and the relevance of
gifts of gloves in building loyalty and fellowship and in
other circumstances, in providing succour and safety
through glove wearing.

Miss Collins concluded our speeches with witty and
touching remarks. An early director had advised
“You must never go out without make-up, a nice
dress and white gloves” This could  be a good
motto for all Glovers. She took this to heart and
changed her casual '60s hippy look to the one she is
so famous for now. But she also kindly remarked on
how glamorous the Members and guests all looked,
admiring the white tie attired gentlemen and real
elegance of the ladies present. She concluded her
praise of London with the words “And it is
institutions such as the Glovers that have provided
the centuries of stability that keep London so
beautiful, vibrant and relevant”.

How kind of her to complement the Glovers and
what a treat it was to end the evening on such a
happy note.

The Clerk

ANNUAL BANQUET – “HOLLYWOOD MEETS THE GLOVERS”
Mansion House – Wednesday, 17th September

Miss Collins, having received the Freedom of the City

The Master, Wardens, and principle guests
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The September Annual Banquet marked the end of
our 375th anniversary celebrations of Charles I’s
grant of our Royal Charter. This was a shared event

with the four other Livery Companies which also
received Royal Charters in 1638 – the Glaziers, Horners,
Gunmakers and Distillers. Our formal commemoration
was at a service in our church, St Margaret Lothbury,
where our honorary Chaplain preached. We were joined
by our many partner organisations and charities to give
thanks for the last 375 years (and more).
In June we braved the elements as our own Liveryman
and Blue Badge Guide, Caroline Dale, led us into some

unusual and interesting places to experience the feel of
1638 London.
We further celebrated by expanding our family of friends
with an affiliation to the 467 Barnet Unit of St John
Ambulance. We look forward to knowing them better.
The thrust of the year has been to put the Company
into a state of readiness for the next 375 years. We
have re-invigorated our membership plans and
encouraged a greater philanthropy by our Members.
With  a strategic framework agreed, this will ensure we
go forward "With true hearts and warm hands".

The Master

OUR 375th ANNIVERSARY

The Master and Renter Warden have
presented Long Service Certificates
at Bennett Safetywear. The

combined total of years served was 120.
The Master applauded their loyalty and
hard work. David Bennett is on the left,
then Janet Wilson (40 years), Keith
Seanor (25 years), the Master (8 months),
Joanne Williams ( 25 years) and John
Jones (30 years) and the Renter Warden.

By the time of publication the Master,
Master Elect and Clerk will have visited
the gloving businesses in the South
West to meet staff and view their hard
work. Long service certificates will be
presented at Pittards, Southcombe
Gloves  and Chester Jefferies. All
contribute greatly to the industry and
engage with the Livery. 

The Clerk

LONG SERVICE AWARDS

The Longtermers

Every autumn, the Lord Mayor is elected
by the Liverymen of the City, meeting
in Common Hall. The day is the

culmination of a complex filtering process
involving searching interviews, by both
Aldermen and external City figures, plus a
review of the candidates’ performance
when they were Sheriff. It is by no means a
foregone conclusion that all Sheriffs go on
to be recommended to the Liverymen as a potential Lord
Mayor, and Common Hall itself has seen various revolts in
the past against the candidates put before it.

On this occasion however, there was general agreement
that Alderman Alan Yarrow would make a very good
Lord Mayor, so his election passed off smoothly. The
ceremony is a fine occasion, with the Great Hall filled to
capacity and the Masters, Wardens, and their

Liverymen, making a colourful spectacle and
overflowing into the Old Library, where large
screens broadcast the event. 
After the election, we always have the
singular privilege of dining privately in the
Dining Room of the Guildhall Club, on the
third floor, overlooking the Yard – indeed,
photographers apart, our Members are
generally the first to see the new Lord

Mayor, emerging from the Hall below. The room is also
interesting in that it displays a collection of our silver.
The guest speaker this year was Pam Orchard, CEO of
Providence Row, the charity for the homeless, which we
have supported for some years. She spoke movingly on
the important work of the charity and the Master
presented her with a cheque for £5,000, generously
donated by Liveryman Anne Wadsworth. The Editor

ELECTION OF THE LORD MAYOR
Guildhall – Monday, 29th September

Guest Speaker, Pam Orchard,
receiving a cheque
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With just one
Quarter to
go, 2014

will probably not
constitute a beacon
year for the glove
trade-in the UK, or
anywhere else for
that matter.

A number of factors
have conspired to
make for a difficult
trading environment,
across Industrial/
Safety Gloves, Dress
and Fashion Gloves,
Specialist Military and
even Sports Gloves.

As ever, the glove industry remains robust and resilient,
but each sector has had its own challenges this year.

The Global Economy has been a major factor for the
Industrial and Military sectors. As economies have
contracted since 2008, public spending has been
curtailed throughout Europe and in the UK and
USA. Whether it be National Health Service
contracts or Ministry of Defence Procurement, there
have been fewer, smaller tenders and price has
become the dominant consideration over
performance and technology.

If Health Service procurement has been a challenge,
Military Procurement for UK MoD has been even
worse. The tightening strings on the Public Purse are
undoubtedly a factor but, over the last two years, as
we have withdrawn combat troops from Iraq and
Afghanistan, demands for equipment have declined.
Even where tenders have been awarded, purchasing
has been negligible. Glove makers are at a loss to
understand future need as MoD procurement
departments shrink and information flows dry up.

MoD procurement defies commercial logic;
dependent as it is on budget, rather than need.
Tenders have historically been issued for a four-year
period (making calculations of raw material and
inflation nigh on impossible), but even when granted
there is no guarantee of purchase. There is now real
concern that without some consistency of demand,
supply capability will be lost for the future. It would
be wrong on that basis to suggest that the Glove

Trade welcomes the
resumption of
military activity in
Iraq, but such activity
will at least stimulate
demand!

On the UK High Street
where gloves remain,
understandably, a
winter item, the
economy, the
generally mild UK
winter and the
endless rain have
conspired to dampen
enthusiasm this year.
The absence of cold

weather before Christmas encouraged stores to try and
clear glove stocks at reduced prices post-Christmas, but
the rain and flooding in early 2014 did not encourage
shoppers to spend money in the New Year. The result is
stock carryover and a drive by retail to improve margins
through lower prices for the new season! For the mass
market that challenge becomes ever more difficult as,
on the manufacturing side, the glove industry, along
with others, struggles with rising costs of
manufacturing off shore in China and the complexity
of relocating some manufacturing to more diverse
Asian (and indeed African) destinations like Vietnam,
Cambodia and Ethiopia. Even for premium, UK
manufactured product, the softer US economy, the
slowing of the BRIC economies and the threat of
sanctions against Russia, coupled with a weakening
Rouble, have taken the shine off some previously
encouraging export markets for UK brands, such as
Mulberry and Dunhill.

Even the offshore-dominated Sporting Goods sector
has struggled a little this year. The Spring was a
washout for golf courses, with golfers staying home
well into the middle of the year and so not buying golf
gloves until later on. However, the Indian Summer
proved a small bonus, including with cyclists, who have
continue to buy their specialist gloves. Some of these,
from brands like Rapha, are UK-made and from UK
leather to boot (or rather glove), giving hope, as there
ever is with our resilient Glove Trade, of a better end to
the year and sustained progress along the road of
innovation and the highest quality into 2015!

Mike Dodd

THIS YEAR IN THE GLOVE TRADE

Gloves for MOD – always a
challenge for sales teams

High-quality Rapha sports gloves

Photograph:
Ben Ingham
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The Wardens Committee
consists of the Master (as
Chairman), the Immediate Past

Master and the four Wardens – in
2014 the latter have been Ann
Esslemont, Michael Orr, Jonathan
Crossman and Alvan Seth-Smith.
The Clerk acts as Secretary.

The Committee is responsible for the
overall management and leadership of
the Company’s affairs and meets four
times a year, generally shortly before a Court meeting.

A lot of work is done between meetings, mostly by
email. Wardens are expected to be available for prompt
response and to notify each other if going away.

A particular responsibility among the Committee’s
regular duties is to ensure that the Glovers Committees
act in accordance with the terms of their mandates and
in line with the policy decisions of the Court. We
review the minutes of these Committees and discuss
matters referred to us. Each year, a wide range of new
issues and opportunities have to be managed, in
addition to the allocated tasks for each Warden, as laid

down in the Company Handbook.

An important and very pleasant
responsibility is the admission of
Freemen at our meetings and in
2014 we have admitted 17 to the
Company. This part of the meeting
has particular formality and we don
our gowns. The Beadle then
introduces the proposed Freemen
to the Committee. After the short
ceremony, there is time for

conversation and photographs.

This year the Master initiated a Strategic Review; not in
response to any perceived crisis, but rather to review the
Company’s Aims and Objectives, and our Strategies to
achieve them. The last such review took place in 2007–8
and so it was felt that it was time for another structured
look at our activities, to ensure that our efforts and
resources are being optimally directed. This work is on-
going, but it is good to note that, while no major changes
of direction have been identified as necessary, there are a
few areas where a sharper focus seems appropriate.
These priorities for action are now being tackled.

2014 has proved to be another busy year for the
Glovers and in particular for the Master, who has
not only continued to represent the Glovers at the

traditional City and Livery events, but has also been
looking at the internal workings of the Company. This
has been overlaid with a focus on celebrating the 375
years since the award of our Royal Charter.

The Strategic Framework review for the Company has
led to a number of initiatives, including measures to
improve the level of membership and charitable giving,
both of which have already shown progress. Also, the
introduction of a bi-monthly newsletter has allowed
Members to be kept better informed on a more
frequent basis about what has happened and is about
to happen. All of this has required a huge effort from
the Committees and from Liverymen, who have been
central to efforts to introduce more people to the
Glovers, and to support the other initiatives. 

In more general terms, there has been an encouraging

rise in the number of Glovers
attending the various formal
and social events. This has
meant that the number of new
people being introduced to the
Glovers has increased and de
facto, has increased awareness
of the charitable work that is
being done.

As my first full year with the
Company draws to its end, I
cannot close without expressing my gratitude for the
enormous support I have received from across the Livery,
but in particular from Christopher Dadson, who nursed
me through my first six months, while Master, and from
his successor, Alison Gowman, for further guidance and
wise counsel during her tenure. It remains a huge
privilege to support the Company as Clerk, and I very
much look forward to 2015. The Clerk

CLERK’S REPORT

Our learned Clerk in
reflective mood

The 2014 Wardens Committee
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Membership is, as we all know,
the lifeblood of any Livery
Company and we are

dependant, like most Liveries, on a
regular inflow of new Members. It is,
after all, the payment of Quarterage
that covers the Company’s expenditure.

The Membership Committee continues
to meet potential Members and process
applications, with this aspect at the
forefront of the role.

At the start of this financial year (May 2013) we had
226 Members who paid full Quarterage, and as at May
2014 there were 231; an increase of five. Sadly we do
lose Members though death and resignations; such is
the nature of any member-based organisation.

Those of you at Common Hall in April this year will have
heard of the drive to be undertaken for new Members.
There is no desperate need, but if we are to leave the
Glovers in the fine shape in which we took it on, we do
need to ensure a regular inflow of individuals who will

fit in with our ethos, and enjoy
themselves in our Livery.

The target is a net increase of ten per
year for the next five years, and the
Livery at large will have been contacted
directly about this.

However, I am pleased to say that we
continue to receive a steady flow of
applications, and go out and find others
too, even before we put the Membership

Drive in motion.
We have also started an Apprenticeship Scheme, which
is initially aimed at the Students whom we have
supported with a Bursary. This is not a trade-related
apprenticeship, but designed primarily to encourage
them to learn more about the City and for us to keep
in contact so they will hopefully want to join the
Glovers in due course. This is an exciting innovation
which shall generate more young Glovers

Keith Ebsworth
Chairman

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE REPORT

The work of the Finance Committee
has, as usual, been dominated by
the preparation of budgets and

the monitoring of the Company’s
financial position against those budgets.
It is good to report there have been no
surprises. The day-to-day work falls on
the Treasurer, Jill Anders, who maintains
our accounts, produces the VAT and
PAYE returns and prepares the annual
financial statements for the Examiner. At
the time of writing, the annual statements for the year
to 5 April 2014 are due to be signed off shortly and a
summary will then be added to the website.

Our Investment Officer, Bruce Campbell, reports to
each meeting on the performance of the Company’s
holdings and I am pleased to say that this aspect of our
work has been uneventful too, with the managers
delivering satisfactorily to our investment objectives.

More interestingly, we have all had to learn more
about VAT. We have elected a change in the way that
we account for VAT which produces a modest but
worthwhile saving for the Compay. It does however

require preparation of more detailed
returns and has led to complex
discussions on how we manage the
impact on our activities.

Work in progress includes the
development of a risk register. Of
course, we do not have the same
issues as a large business, but it is right
we pause from time to time and think
about what could go wrong. The

Company could, for example, face difficulties from a
loss of material stored on computers, inadequate
insurance, slack supervision of suppliers, or a failure to
anticipate a tax liability. These are not all the
responsibility of the Finance Committee, but we are
taking the lead in creating a framework to ensure we
consider such risks, and design systems to protect the
Company’s interests and minimise any impact.
The Finance Committee gains a new Chairman, Clive
Hawkins, on his appointment to the Court and
welcomes David Thorp as a member and Secretary.

Rodney Jagelman
Chairman

FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT

The Master with some of this
year’s new Members

Rodney Jagelman handing over
to Clive Hawkins
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The GTC has spent much of its time in the last year
discussing how to assist the glove trade, and has
agreed that the Glovers need to do more to

engage with retailers and buyers (including overseas
buyers, who promote British gloves). We also need to
do what we can – as a de facto Trade Association – to
lobby HM Government to ensure that the British glove
trade is treated more fairly in the procurement process.
To this end, an initial meeting of the trade is to be
convened, hosted by the Glovers, to discuss how to deal
with the MOD. We are also considering ways to attract
other members of the glove trade into the Livery, and
continue to attempt to identify any innovative design or
process within the gloving industry, which might be
worth the award of the Golden Glove, and any
individual who might be worthy of the award of Glover
Emeritus. All of these matters will doubtless continue to

challenge the Committee during 2015 and beyond.

The Committee has also organised the latest in the very
successful series of competitions for students, for the
design of fashion gloves and of safety posters to
promote the wearing of safety gloves. A large number
of colleges and universities have been sent the details of
the 2015 competitions, which will be judged at Easter,
with the prizes awarded at the Glovers’ July lunch.

Further activity involves the identification of those who
have worked in the glove trade for 25 years or more,
who receive certificates from the Master at their place
of work; the provision of gloves for charity; and the
provision of gloves for presentation to the Lord Mayor,
Sheriffs, visiting Masters, and guests at the Glovers’
formal functions.

John Spanner
Chairman

GLOVE TRADE COMMITTEE REPORT

Let us unashamedly trumpet our successes! True
Hearts and Warm Hands in action! All three
students at City of London School, City of London

School for Girls and King Edward`s School Witley
respectively, did well in their A level exams and left
their schools with plans to go to university, gratitude
for our support, and a possible interest in our
Apprenticeship scheme. Dominic Sedgewick, our
student at the Guildhall School of Music, won a prize,
as reported on our website, whilst our chorister at St
Paul’s Cathedral continues to do well.

We have further helped the Cathedral with a donation
of white gloves to the Archivist, for his work on old
manuscripts and a most timely donation of nitrile
gloves to the Senior Conservator who was facing an
outbreak of mould in this historic building.

Meanwhile, we have given a wider variety of gloves
than ever to our homeless charities, such as Crisis,
Providence Row, the Manna Society, Whitechapel
Mission, Veterans Aid, Shoreditch Spa and Broadway &
St Mungo’s.

We resupplied sailing and canoeing gloves to
Westminster Boating Base and the Ahoy Centre, whose
young participants had used our gloves in the Royal
Pageant in 2012. We have continued to supply prize
gloves at the Shire Horse Society Show, at our
Regimental Dinner, and to members of our affiliated

submarine. We have also given mittens to the Company
of Pikemen & Musketeers and gardening gloves to
Thrive. Anyone visiting their show garden in Battersea
Park can confirm that they have been put to good use.

Arguably, our most rewarding donations have been of
cryotherapy gloves, used by patients undergoing
chemotherapy, to cool their hands. This year our
donation went to Hexham General Hospital in
Northumberland, having made a donation to Kings
College Hospital the year before. However, we
continued our support to KCH by a donation of
research gloves to the Liver Disease Research Unit,
where staff use great numbers of them in their ground-
breaking studies.

Donations continue to St Margaret Lothbury, the
Sheriffs’ & Recorder’s Fund, the Lord Mayor’s charities
and several other charities, including support for our
own Liverymen. We are also hoping to support our
recently affiliated St John Ambulance unit in Barnet.

In addition to all this, one of our Company has
generously donated £5,000 to Providence Row to help
with their gardening project, so that their clients may
gain employable skills. The Master presented this
cheque to their CEO, Pat Orchard, after our Election
Luncheon on 29th September.

Richard Morris
Secretary

CHARITY PROJECTS COMMITTEE REPORT
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The Glovers’ Charitable Trust Board has completed
one really significant task this year, in addition to
its routine work of monitoring the overall

progress and use of our charitable funds.

A fundraising committee has been established,
reporting to the board, to focus on how Liverymen
(and potentially others) can be encouraged to speed up
the process of building up the Endowment Fund, which
was set up in 2012.

The fundraising committee was looking for a project
which could be used to generate donations for the

Endowment Fund and has initially selected a project
around the provision of prosthetics for children with
disabilities in regard to their manual abilities, which it
will be the Glovers' aim to support. It is recognised this
may potentially be a longer-term commitment than we
see at present and other fundraising projects will be
considered.

A pilot prosthetic project will be selected next year and
funded at the outset from the main charitable funds.

Stephen Brooker
Chairman

GLOVERS’ CHARITABLE TRUST BOARD REPORT

It has been another busy yearand the Committee ensured
its activity focused on the City

or gloving. 

We continued celebrating the
375th Anniversary of our Royal
Charter with a guided walk
round 1638 London, including
the Queen's Chapel. Glovers
toured Sir John Soane's
Museum by candlelight,
appreciating the chance to see
Mrs Soane's gloves. Another
visit was to the Shakespeare Birthplace Trust in
Stratford, where his father’s glove workshop has been
recreated. Few Glovers had known about the
fascinating Warner Textile Archive in Braintree until our
September visit.

The Master opened the door to several Halls we have
not visited for many a year: Innholders, Tallow
Chandlers, and Merchant Taylors. She also organised
several Pop Up events, including visits to the
astounding Exhibition of the Cheapside Hoard at the
Museum of London and to the Museum of Garden
History in Lambeth, where our gloves were on display.

The annual reception in the church hall after the Carol
Service at St Margaret Lothbury is popular. The
Committee ensures the Company competes in annual

inter-livery competitions –
Bridge, Pancake Racing and in
2014, Clay Pigeon Shooting.
We also hear about the
Company's Golf Society.
Committee Members run the
Company's programme of
social visits to a schedule
agreed with the Master Elect.
We meet four times a year,
usually at the Guildhall.
Daphne Cave is the efficient
and ever cheerful Secretary.

She also organises the Company's lunches in the
Guildhall Club Room, held twice a year after the
election of the Sheriffs and Lord Mayor. This unique
privilege lets us see our Silver Collection on display in
this room overlooking the Guildhall Yard.
The Social Treasurer, Clive Grimley keeps a close eye on
the visits’ pricing. He reports to the Committee each
quarter, as does Richard Morris, the Military Affiliations
Officer, who is taking over as Chairman.
It has been a great pleasure to chair the Committee for
several years. Its Membership has changed entirely in
my time and any Glovers who wish to observe at our
meetings, continue to be most welcome.

Alvan Seth-Smith
Chairman

SOCIAL COMMITTEE REPORT

Planning our next social extravaganza

I want to pay tribute to Stephen, who now concludes his time as the Chairman after 5 years of hard work.
Stephen was the first Chairman of the new Board and ensured that it has had a good start and firm foundations
for the future. We all owe him many thanks for his diligence and engagement. Alison Gowman
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Anumber of significant changes occurred during
the year to raise the Livery’s profile, both
externally and internally.

Externally, the official announcements of our formal
activities were reproduced in the Court pages of the
Daily Telegraph more frequently than before, with our
Common Hall and Wardens’ elections receiving
publicity for the first time. Additionally, the Master
made broadcasts on both London and German radio
stations, and the presentation of gloves to the Lord
Chief Justice was reported on the Corporation of
London Livery Live webpage.

Our charitable giving was reflected in local press,
including the giving of gloves to Hexham General
Hospital and King’s College Hospital Camberwell.

Our annual banquet at the Mansion House was graced
by the presence of Miss Joan Collins, OBE, a star
attraction in the truest sense of the word.

We launched a new Company website, with a more
modern look and which can be updated and edited
much more easily than before. It is somewhat akin to
Facebook, thus allowing the Committees to publish
and update their own pages. We debated, but decided
against having a Facebook page and Twitter feed,
which whilst acknowledging their use by other liveries
and a number of glove companies, was felt not
appropriate for our Members at this stage. We will
keep this under review.

We decided to use a professional photographer for our
formal occasions, thus greatly improving their quality
and giving our events an even more polished feel.

Our house publication, The Glover, was reborn into a
bumper yearbook, becoming a comprehensive review
of our activities for the year, plus useful information.

For the first time, where Liverymen agree, the names of
their spouses and partners will be published in the
website version of the Livery List, to facilitate social
engagement.

We are always looking at new, cost-effective ways of
raising our profile and making Liverymen feel engaged
with the Company.  There have been a number of
personnel changes on the Committee lately and
enquiries from Liverymen interested in joining us are
always welcome.

Charles Stokes
Chairman

PRESS AND PUBLICITY COMMITTEE REPORT

The end of this year has seen the return of the
archive storage to a store room in Leathersellers'
Hall. This is an excellent outcome and will allow

the Committee to take up the challenge of their
Chairman actively to recommence work on the  Archive
material. The proximity of the items, back in the City,
with space to sit and browse, will make things easier
for everyone to get to grips with the task. The
Committee have worked hard to sort this out and the
Company are grateful to them for this team  effort.

We are also grateful to St Margaret Lothbury and to
our Chaplain, who kindly looked after our gowns and
other valuable items, whilst everything else was stored

in a yellow box in Orpington. A new Silver Steward,
Peter Maxwell-Aylwin, was appointed in April and he
has been busy assessing all our silver and is starting to
do some minor refurbishment and repairs on several
pieces (including the Master's badge). Thanks are due
to Michael Phillips who has now retired from that post
and the Committee but will still be active investigating
queries raised about past Glovers from external and
other enquiries.
The Committee are working on various ideas as to how
to digitise some of our records and photos and also
how they can bring the treasure trove of archived
information to all our attention.

ARCHIVES COMMITTEE REPORT

Gaby Roslin welcomes the Master to her radio studio
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The highlight of our year was undoubtedly the
acquisition of the Gloves illustrated below and
which were exhibited at the July luncheon. Our

special thanks are due to Douglas Sweet who
represented the Glove Collection Trust successfully at
the auction. The gloves are early 17th Century with
rare tapestry gauntlets. They have been passed from
generation to generation in the family of the original
owner, Baron Honywood, who was granted his
baronetcy by Charles I. They have undergone some
minor conservation work and will be added to the
Historic Collection in Bath.

The Trust has a policy of reviewing the condition of its
gloves and selecting items for restoration when
necessary. It is an expensive business. During the past
year the Trustees commissioned the restoration of two
pairs of suede gloves from the Historic Collection. That
work has now been completed satisfactorily.

The General Collection (19th Century and later)
continues to grow, mainly with gifted additions, and is
now over 400 items. It has been catalogued by Douglas
Sweet and Past Master Stephen Kirsch. Stephen has
now retired from this role, after many years, and Court
Assistant Liz Elvin has kindly agreed to join Douglas to
continue this important work. The catalogue is
accessible from the Company website.

The current display at the Fashion Museum shows over
20 of our gloves in a simple but dramatic
arrangement. We are told it is popular with visitors,
who are amazed at the intricacy of the exhibits. The
current exhibition at Waddesdon embraces seven pairs
of gloves made of lace or which imitate lace-making

techniques, and ties in with their 2014 exhibition
“Imagine . . . Lace at Waddesdon”.

A selection of our gloves was in exhibition at
Holyroodhouse Palace at the start of the year and we
also exhibited gloves at the Garden Museum in London
(see above) and the Holburne Museum in Bath. An
application has been received to lend to an exhibition
at the Maritime Museum in Greenwich, starting in
November 2015, to which the trustees have agreed in
principle, subject to the usual conditions 

It is normal for us to have several applications for loans
in prospect, or under active discussion, and the Trustees
are committed to meeting as many of these requests as
possible, though they can be costly in terms of the
administrative effort involved.

The process of finding a new Secretary to replace the
long-serving Liveryman Marian Penney has resulted in
Liveryman Deborah Moore joining us in this capacity.
Deborah’s day job is as CEO of Dents. Meanwhile,
Marian Penney remains a Trustee and we will be glad
to continue to have her wisdom and experience
available; I would like to express here our enormous
gratefulness for all Marian’s devotion and hard work
over so many years,

In closing, I would like to thank all who have served
as trustees over the past twelve months, and notably
Liveryman Michael Kessler, who resigned during the
year, and also to encourage all those who can to visit
the Bath Fashion Museum and to see the exhibition
of lace-related items at the National Trust’s
Waddesdon Manor. 

Stephen Brooker

GLOVE COLLECTION TRUST REPORT

One of the pair of newly acquired 
17th century tapestry gloves

A pair of our gloves with a floral design 
on show at the Garden Museum
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In the 1960s the Court took action in many positive
directions, including the formation of the Golfing
Society. Its inception was largely driven by Bill Spencer

and Ivor Spry and from the late 1960s an Ivor Spry
salver was presented at the Spring Meeting, for the best
Stableford score from a foursomes pairing, and the Bill
Spencer Cup was awarded at the Autumn meeting for
the best individual medal score (more recently adapted
to that of the best Stableford points count !).

The 1970s and early 1980s were happy days indeed,
with 40+ members and guests attending a wide
selection of courses in the West Country and around
the western approaches to London.

Hadley Wood, Sandy Lodge, RAC Epsom were amongst
the “runners”, but for at least 25 years the Spring
meeting was held at The Berkshire GC, with the
Autumn meeting at Swinley Forest, near Ascot.

It took a while to realise that our adopted regiment, 21
SAS (Artist Rifles), had a active golfing society, but
eventually, through the good offices of Michael Orr, the

two Societies were twinned, dovetailing numbers to
enhance both the Spring and Autumn meetings –
presently held at Hankley Common and Worplesdon
respectively.

Over the past 15–20 years much good quality golf has
emerged, with the Glovers gaining entry to the
prestigious Livery Companies meeting; The Prince
Arthur Cup, held annually at Walton Heath. Sixty four
livery teams of four players players each, compete for a
full day over 36 holes. One year the Glovers finished
8th equal, as a splendid striking display was executed
by Guy Opperman and Tim Roe.

The Golfing Society maintains an annual timetable,
recently enhanced by the addition of  a summer
meeting – combining the excellent company and skills
of the Artist Rifles, together with invited guests of both
societies, at a two day event based upon Royal St.
George`s and Rye.

David Spry
Captain

GOLFING SOCIETY REPORT

From a personal perspective, I have discovered that
the role of Armed Forces Liaison Officer is both
varied and interesting. The privilege of attending a

Flotilla Guest Night in Faslane with the Master and the
officers and men of our nuclear submarine was
particularly memorable. However, since I have only
taken over from Michael Orr in the course of this year,
the credit for organising the recent events, which we as
a Livery have enjoyed with our affiliated units, is due to
him and not me. The successful visit to HMS Artful, the
enjoyable Regimental Guest Night with the Artists
Rifles, and the historic presentation of our plaque to
444 Air Cadet Squadron, have all been reported upon
elsewhere and Members will have their own personal
memories. I would therefore like to add my own thanks
to Michael.

However, one event that I was responsible for, was our
attendance at the 350th Anniversary Beating of Retreat
by the combined Bands of the Royal Marines, in the
presence of HM the Queen and HRH Prince Philip, who
as Captain General of the Marines, took the final
salute. The sun shone until the March Off, when the
heavens opened, but by then we had witnessed a
superb display of precision marching and military

music.

The close association
we have with our
Armed Forces is
something of which
both we and they are
extremely proud, and
I will endeavour to
build upon these
relationships so that
the strong tradition
of events and visits
continues for the
years ahead. Many
of our Members
have their own
personal connections
with the Forces, but for those who do not, the
relationships we enjoy are a chance to share normal
civilian life with those responsible for our national
safety, and to add an important extra dimension to our
City-based activities.

Richard Morris
Armed Forces LO

MILITARY AFFILIATES REPORT

Inspecting our Air Cadets
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THE MASTER ON TOUR – OR “ETHIOPIA OR BUST!”

Ihad dreamed of going to meet some Abyssinian hair
sheep ever since I heard the story of the supple
leather travelling thousands of miles from Ethiopia to

make our beautiful dress gloves. The dream became a
reality as Liveryman Mike Redwood, the Renter Warden
and I, travelled to the All African Leather Fair in Addis
Ababa in February. We are hugely indebted to Reg
Hankey, CEO of Pittards, for his interest, expertise and
support. Ethiopia is an immense country of great
historic and religious significance. The people are
dignified, friendly, generous and beautiful.

Having been
importing leather
and skins from
Ethiopia for over
100 years, Pittards
bought the
Ethiopian Tannery
and now have three
glove factories, with
a fourth in progress.
They are known as
the benchmark of

doing good business in Ethiopia. We visited the tannery
(No, it was not especially smelly and Yes, it did win
Tannery of the Year in 2009.) and glove factories and I
presented 20 certificates to the best workers, the first
time this had happened. Reg invited us to the local
school where Pittards have helped with books, pens

and a classroom. A football pitch will soon be the
scene of some coaching from one of the Pittards staff.
We visited the Fair and met the President of Ethiopia
who was clearly interested in the leather and products
that Pittards make. On another day we met the British
Ambassador, who has the largest Embassy compound
in the world (complete with wild leopard!), as well as
the Ministers of Industry and Agriculture. The last day
gave us a chance to leave Addis and travel to Debre
Berhan, 100 kilometres up the Rift Valley, where we
saw how 85,000,000 Ethiopians live as pastoralists.
The sheep grazed on
fairly barren soil, and
a few of them were
compelled to pose –
they didn’t seem
bothered to meet the
Master Glover and
her friends.
I have learnt a lot
about leather
tanning, and
treatment, and glove
making on our visit. I think that the Livery might be
interested to learn more and connect with the basics of
the business  trade and craft we support. We do not
need to go to Ethiopia to do this, as we have businesses
in the UK and the information is at our fingertips.

The Master

Some of the more photogenic
Ethiopian sheepEthiopia factory workers

I t’s been an exciting year! Our first website appeared
in 2005 and was upgraded in 2010, but this January
we relaunched with a very different overall “look and

feel”. Its aims remain to help keep us all informed of
what’s going on in the Company and to be a reference
point for information about the Livery, our Members
and gloving. The public pages introduce the Company
to the world outside. To help achieve these aims, the
new design is clean and uncluttered, with information
being simple to find and easy to read. By all reports,
this has been successfully delivered.

An enormous vote of thanks goes to Liveryman Adam
Kramer, who did all the re-development. Adam received
a Glovers Educational Bursary and after A-levels, went
on to study Computing Science at University. During
2013 he contacted us and joined the Glovers in January

and then offered to create a new website. He has done
so in his own time and at no cost to the Company. We
are extremely lucky to have Adam as one of us and
enormously grateful for his gift of the new Website and
his continuing presence behind the scenes, carrying out
further developments as its scope increases.

Since its launch in January, many new pages have been
added and some notable changes have been the
enlarged Glove Trade News page, the new section on
Glovers Committees and Glovers Charities with their
Trust Boards, and the most frequently visited Members
List and Calendar of Events pages. Both of these last
two pages contain the latest changes to the lists
published earlier – and are always up-to-date.

Jonathan Crossman
Webmaster

WEBSITE REPORT
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NEW MEMBERS IN 2014

Belinda Donovan
Belinda's great great grandfather, Sir Alfred Mosely, was Past Master of the Glovers from
1913–14. Her grandfather and father were also Glovers, making her a fourth generation Glover.
Belinda trained as a Chef at La Varenne Ecole de Cusine in Paris and started her own Events
Business in the early 90s, which she ran for 11 years, but then gave it up to be a local Councillor
in 2006. Belinda's brief on Hammersmith and Fulham Council was Cabinet Assistant for Crime
and Culture and in the Jubilee year, she was Mayor. During this time she compiled the
Hammersmith and Fulham Cookery Book for West London Action for Children, one of her
Mayor's Charities. A second cookery book is in the pipeline.

Duncan Gwyther
In Duncan’s early career with Barclays he worked on trusts, personal taxation as well as investment
management and qualified as an Associate of the Chartered Institute of Bankers. In 1987 he joined
Quilter Goodison and became chief investment officer in 1998, with overall responsibility for the
firm’s investment strategy. He continues in this role for Quilter Cheviot where he chairs the
investment oversight group and asset allocation committees. Duncan has managed investment
portfolios for wealthy private individuals, trusts, charities and pension schemes. He is a Fellow of the
Chartered Institute for Securities & Investment and Chairman of the FTSE WMA Private Investor Indices committee.

Duncan's interests include cycling, photography, music, theatre and travel. He is married to Nicky and they have
two sons and a daughter.

Mary Somerville
Mary is currently a mature student doing a part-time Masters Degree in Dual Diagnosis at
Middlesex University. She has worked in the Health & Social Care field for over 20 years with a
variety of clients. She launched her own company in the Summer as a Mindfulness Coach and
plans to run group courses as well as 1:1 coaching. Mary is married to Ian, a retired Tax Advisor.
They have one daughter, Amanda, who is a Community Artist and has recently set up her own
Social Enterprise. Mary is also a Fellow of The Royal Society of Arts and a Friend of Imperial College
and Ia frequent attendee at their public lectures.

She enjoys going to art galleries, the theatre and concerts, travel, birdwatching, socialising, reading and good food.

Lindy Estlin
Lindy read Psychology at London University, and then joined Royal Sun Alliance where she trained
as an underwriter.  Subsequently she switched into Human Resources, and eventually became a
Human Resources Manager at National Provident Institution. Lindy particularly enjoyed her roles in
Management Development and Training.

In 1997, with 3 young children, the family moved to Hong Kong for 3 years and following that to
New York. Nowadays, since returning to the UK, she divides her time between volunteering at the
local Citizens Advice Bureau and at Voluntary Service Overseas, and her family.

Lieselotte Burdorf-Cook
Lieselotte’s earliest years were spent in Northern Germany. After marrying she moved to the UK,
living first in lovely Dorset, then Wiltshire, Alberta and vibrant Hong Kong. After Lieselotte’s husband
left the Forces, they settled in London, where she spent the next 20 years working at the financial
services regulator, where she enjoyed a busy career in international relations. This was followed by a
five-year stint at the Royal Collection, before she retired for the second and final time.
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Norman Chapman
Norman was born and worked for the early years of his life in North London, before moving on to
work in various parts of the UK. He now works on a part-time basis as a funeral director. Norman
has two sons, one of whom works in the heart of the City of London, and five grand children,
who keep him busy most of the time. He enjoys watching all types of sport, though football and
cricket are his favourites. “I support Tottenham Hotspur for my sins.”

Richard Inch
Richard qualified as a Chartered Accountant and Chartered Tax Advisor, spending his professional
career with Ernst and Young and at Price Waterhouse. After various roles in industry, he is now
Head of Tax for an oil company. He is married with a daughter and two sons, and enjoys tennis,
golf and opera.

Catherine Pollard
Catherine studied Middle Eastern History at the School of Oriental and African Studies in London.
She lives in London and works for a team deploying civilian experts to fragile and conflict affected
states on behalf of HMG. In her spare time, she enjoys travelling, learning Arabic, yoga and
cooking.

Anne-Marie Jefferys
Ann-Marie was born in Buckinghamshire and attended local schools, studied History through the
Open University and went into teaching, working in some difficult state inner-city schools before
becoming a Headteacher in the independent sector. Currently living in Kent, Ann-Marie has many
charity interests, and is a Governor of a local school. She became a Guild member in 2003 and is a
member of the Aldgate Ward Club. Ann-Marie is married to David, with two children.

Adam Kramer
Adam is Chief Technologist within the UK National Cyber Crime Unit, (part of the National Crime
Agency) in which he leads the development of their technical capability. This follows a career as a
Detective in the Met, where he held various investigative and supervisory posts. Adam was
educated at the City of London School where he was awarded a Glovers’ scholarship, which has
since been the driving factor behind his desire to join the Livery and give something back. He is
recently married, a keen musician and enjoys outdoor pursuits.

Krys Szczotka
Krys grew up in Ealing, West London, read Economics at Southampton and took his Masters at
Queen Mary College. Starting as an economics teacher, he then became a Tax Inspector, before
moving to Poland to be a tax partner with KPMG. He now works at BP and is currently the
International Upstream Senior Tax Manager. Krys’s wife, Ewa, is the Academic Director at the
renowned fashion college, Istituto Marangoni. His daughter, Alexa, works at NET-A-PORTER; and
his son, Adam, is at Nottingham University. Beyond his family, Krys supports Harlequins RFC,
where he’s been a season ticket holder for many years.
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OBITUARY

Philip Froomberg, Master 1973–74

Philip was schooled at Charterhouse, to which he
won a scholarship and then joined the navy on a
special recruitment scheme at Oxford. Life at
Oxford was nearly as spartan as Charterhouse, but
soon he was commissioned, posted to a tank
landing ship and sailed to India. His daughter,
Katie, speculated at his funeral that perhaps he
acquired his taste for whisky on this first trip. Like
most naval service, there were many hair raising
stories of scrapes and near danger. In 1946 he
returned to the family firm of Fairdale's – a textile
business.  He stayed with this company all his
working life.

Philip was an accomplished pianist and played
duets and trios with the family – indeed his first
date with his wife Dorrit was to go to
Glyndebourne – an offer nobody could refuse. He
served as Master of the Glovers in the years
1973–74.

After retirement Philip worked tirelessly for SSAFA
and only ended this link some two years before his
death. He was awarded the British Empire Medal
for 20 years of service to SSAFA in Wimbledon,
and received this at the Tower of London in the
presence of Past-Master Roddy Morriss, who was
present at the ceremony as Deputy Lieutenant.
Philip is survived by his wife and two daughters,
Katie and Alex and four lovely grandchildren.

Iwas invited to be Almoner to the Livery several years
ago, which post I was delighted to accept. To my
knowledge, there hadn’t been an Almoner to the

Glovers in recent years, the role usually being
undertaken by the Clerk of the day. I work very closely
with the Master and Clerk, both of whom are usually
the first point of contact for anybody who may have
knowledge of a Liveryman, or the family of a
Liveryman, who may have been ill or in hospital, or
sadly may have passed away or lost a family member.

Once in possession of this or any information, I arrange
to send flowers or maybe a card with very best wishes
from the Master, Wardens and fellow Members of the
Livery. Alternatively, the situation may require a phone
call, or a suitable follow up in due course.

As the Almoner, I sit on the Charity Projects
Committee, which usually meets four times each year.
Every year, as with all the projects undertaken by this
Committee, an annual budget is set and I do my best
to keep within this, though the committee is naturally
supportive of any special requests.

This is an area where good communication is key, so
once flowers, cards or greetings, have been given by
myself, I inform both the Master and the Clerk, so they
are fully aware of what is happening.

Should anyone wish to contact me directly, please do
so and I will be happy to listen and talk, and you will
always find me discreet. My contact details are in the
Livery List.

Elizabeth Elvin

ALMONER’S REPORT



I feel so honoured and privileged to be Master of The
Worshipful Company of Glovers. As a City Livery
Company we have various obligations; we elect the

Lord Mayor and Sheriffs each year, and we support
them whenever we can in their civic duties.

As Glovers, we remember we have a long history of
involvement in our industry – which has changed over
the centuries, but it is still a very important part of our
being. Fashions change and the Company is changing
with it. These days gloves are worn more for practical
purposes, not as a requirement for being 'properly'
attired. Although we still give beautiful leather gloves
to our 'Special Guests', the gloves we donate for
chemotherapy patients illustrates how we are moving
with the times in supporting new uses and new
materials.

The overall theme for my year as Master is The City of
London and The Gloving Trade, and so we will
continue to support and enjoy our association with the
Civic City – the Lord Mayor and Sheriffs – and in so
doing, learn more about the Square Mile’s governance,
and the work of Common Council and the Court of
Alderman. I would also like us to learn more about the
modern gloving industry and what our Members are
contributing to that.

November 4th 
Our year begins with the installation of the Master and
Wardens at a service in St. Margaret Lothbury, followed

by Lunch in the grandeur and opulence of
Drapers' Hall  – bought from Henry VIII in
1543, after being forfeited to the King on
Cromwell's execution. It was then rebuilt after
the Great Fire of London, rebuilt again in
1860's, and altered again 1898/9 – it needs no
introduction, as it has been our 'home' for this
lunch for many years.

November 11th and 12th 
We shall visit the College of Arms. Founded by
Royal Charter in 1484 by Richard lll, the
College has been located in Queen Victoria
Street since 1555. It is staffed by 13 Heralds:
three Kings of Arms, six Heralds of Arms, four
Pursuivants of Arms and seven Officers
Extraordinary – all overseen by the Earl
Marshall.

The building is not large, hence the need for
two visits. Our guide will be William Hunt,

Windsor Herald of Arms (A Past Master of the Makers
of Playing Cards').

December 15th.
We hold our annual Carol Service at St.Margaret
Lothbury. This is always very popular and a highlight of
the Christmas season. It is also an event to which
children are welcome, as part of the Glovers' family.

February 10th 
We will lunch at Stationers Hall; one of the most
beautiful Livery Halls. Completed in 1673, it was
seriously damaged in 1940, but restored in 1957. The
Oak Panelled hall has very large stained glass windows

The Year Ahead
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THE INCOMING MASTER’S PROGRAMME FOR THE YEAR AHEAD

The College of Arms’ grand portico

Saddlers’ light and airy Great Hall
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depicting, amongst others, William Shakespeare,
William Caxton, St. Cecelia, William Tyndale and
Archbishop Cranmer.

17th February 
The annual Pancake race takes place in Guildhall Yard.
The Glovers provide the white cotton gloves worn by
participants. This is always an enjoyable event
(especially for the spectators!) and an informal lunch
follows in Guildhall Crypt.

March 3rd 
A Verger will lead a tour of Westminster Abbey,
followed by lunch, then a showing of some of the
historic vestments, and finally by Evensong.

April 14th 
Our annual Common Hall and Livery Only supper will
be held at Saddlers' Hall. The present Saddlers' Hall,
built 1956–58, still stands on part of the site of the first
Saddlers' Hall, which may date from early 1400s. The
Hall has many treasures on display.

Common Hall is the important business meeting of the
Company, and an opportunity for Liverymen to ask
questions about the governance and general state of
things, to make suggestions and “get involved”. This is
our sole “Livery Only” event.

April 29th 
The Company shall visit Dents, in Warminster. We and
Dents are celebrating the long service of two of our
Liverymen (and a special Labrador) with a party! As well
as the presentation of Long Service Certificates, the visit

will include Dents’ Museum, lunch and a visit to Bath’s
American Museum.

May 29th to June 1st 
The Masters' Weekend will this year be in Bled,
Slovenia. More details follow.

July 1st
The Awards Luncheon is an important annual event,
with the presentation of awards to students from
colleges of fashion and design. This year we go to the
elegant Clothworkers' Hall (the 6th to stand on the
site), which the Glovers have not used for many years. 

July 15th 
Swan Upping – The five-day annual census of Swans on
the Thames starts at Sunbury and goes up river to
Abingdon. Swans on the Thames are owned by the Queen,
the Dyers Company and the Vintners (under a 15th century
Royal Charter permitting them both to own swans). Six
colourful skiffs, their crews in traditional uniform, round up,
weigh, measure and check the swans. We will watch from
the comfort of the paddle steamer “New Orleans”,
enjoying lunch and a glass of wine as we do so.

October 7th 
The Mansion House Banquet is always THE Social event
of the Glovers' year. We are privileged to be able to use
the Lord Mayor’s home, and it’s a great occasion.

November brings the end of my year as Master Glover.
My aim is to leave the Company in as a good a state as
I find it. Thank you all in advance for your support and
friendship. I know we will all work hard for the good of
the Company, and let's have fun so doing.

The Master

Clothworkers’ splendid and imposing Hall

The unique annual census that is Swan Upping



COURT
Ann Esslemont – Master
Michael Orr – Renter Warden
Jonathan Crossman MBE – First Under Warden
Alvan Seth-Smith – Second Under Warden
Rodney Jagelman – Third Under Warden
Alderman Alison Gowman – Immediate Past Master
Oliver Holmes – Past Master
Roderick Morriss TD DL – Past Master
Keith Ebsworth – Past Master
Christopher Dadson – Past Master
Wendy Mead CC – Assistant
Derek Bishop – Assistant
Jill Anders – Assistant
Marion Kite – Assistant
Roger de Courcey – Assistant
Richard Morris – Assistant
Charles Stokes – Assistant
John Wait – Assistant
David Stone – Assistant
Michael Dodd – Assistant
Clive Hawkins – Assistant

HONORARY COURT (All Past Masters) 
David Antill TD 
Barry Reed CBE MC DL 
Stephen Kirsch 
Clive Lidstone MBE 
David Anderson 
John Wood 
John Gardner 
Alan Fishman 
Mike Down 
Manny Silverman 
Alan Howarth
John Spanner TD 
Bill Loach
Walter Demuth
Stephen Brooker
John Brown CBE
Roy Jennings

THE OFFICERS AND COURT FOR 2014/15

MASTER
Ann Esslemont

RENTER WARDEN FIRST UNDER WARDEN
Michael Orr Jonathan Crossman MBE

SECOND UNDER WARDEN IMMEDIATE PAST MASTER THIRD UNDER WARDEN
Alvan Seth-Smith Alderman Alison Gowman Rodney Jagelman

BEADLE CLERK HON CHAPLAIN
Paul Tredgett Col. Mark Butler Rev Jeremy Crossley
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2014/15 LIVERY COMMITTEES AND THEIR MEMBERS

The Master and Renter Warden are ex-officio members of all committees.

Wardens Committee
First Under Warden, Second Under Warden, Third Under Warden. Immediate Past Master, Clerk – Secretary

Membership Committee
Keith Ebsworth – Chairman, John Wait – Secretary, Michael Orr, Alison Gowman, Christopher Dadson, Roderick
Morriss, Jill Anders, Roy Jennings, Ian Kenyon – Membership Officer

Finance Committee
Clive Hawkins – Chairman, David Thorp – Secretary, Michael Orr, Alison Gowman, Roger Marsh, Jill Anders –
Company Treasurer, Bruce Campbell – Investment Officer, Alastair Collett – Charity Officer, Keith Ebsworth –
Membership Committee Chairman, Clive Grimley – Social Treasurer, Ian Kenyon – Membership Officer, Alan
Radford – Charity Treasurer

Glove Trade Committee
Michael Dodd – Chairman, TBC – Secretary, David Bennett, Leslie Blustin, Sarah Bridge, Bryan Green, Stephen
Kirsch, Deborah Moore, Roderick Morriss, Michael Redwood, Douglas Sweet, Alison Gowman

Charity Projects Committee
Roger de Courcey – Chairman, Tony Chaperlin – Secretary, Richard Abbott, Gillian Cue, Elizabeth Elvin, Oliver
Holmes, Oscar Holmes, Maggie Manwaring, Alan Radford – Charity Treasurer, Sharon Thorpe, Rick Wakeman

Social Committee
T Richard Morris – Chairman , Daphne Cave – Secretary, Caroline Dale, Roderick Morriss, Elizabeth Elvin, Malcolm
Freeman, Clive Grimley – Social Treasurer, Michael Hudson, Rebecca Jennings-Evans, Lisa Page

Press and Publicity Committee
Charles Stokes – Chairman , Ann-Marie Jefferys – Secretary, Jonathan Crossman – Webmaster, Jonathan Grosvenor
– Yearbook Editor, Oscar Holmes – Photographic Coordinator, John Spanner

Archives Committee
Marion Kite – Chairman, Stuart Sampson – Secretary, Elizabeth Elvin, Valerie Howard, Oliver Holmes, Peter
Maxwell-Aylwin – Silver Steward, Caroline Sherlock, Christine Swaby

GLOVERS CHARITIES

The Glovers’ Charitable Trust Board
Alison Gowman – Chairman, David Stone – Secretary, Richard Abbott, Simon Somerville, John Wait

The Glove Collection Trust, Trustees
Stephen Brooker – Chairman, Deborah Moore – Secretary, Keith Ebsworth, Rosemary Harden, Rodney Jagelman –
Treasurer, Marion Kite, Julian Pelling, Douglas Sweet, Robert Yentob, Marian Penney
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Although our Royal Charter dates from 1638 the
Company was set up in 1349 to control and
regulate the making of gloves and our first

Ordinances date from that year. However, the craft of
glove making has always suffered from the vagaries of
fashion and fortune and the history of the first three
centuries make interesting reading as a struggle for
power and dominance in the London trade. This led
the Glovers to merge with the Pursers but then be
taken over by the Leathersellers. A further political
wrangle resulted in the Company's ultimate
independence and the granting of Livery to the Glovers
in their own right by the Charter of Charles I. The
Company thrived and between 1737 and 1797
provided three Lord Mayors, although none of them
was involved in the trade. This trend worsened and by
the end of the 18th century the Company had largely
lost contact with the craft. 

Thereafter the fortunes of the Company diminished,
with those involved in the craft dying off and the
business of making gloves moved out of London. The
Company managed to survive only through the
tenacity of a few members of the Court including
one who served as Master for thirteen years and
another for five.

It was not until the 1940’s that new life was injected
into the Company with initiatives to again become
involved with the glove trade. Over the next sixty years
there was a slow influx into the Company of persons
engaged in the business of glove production so that it
can now boast to have Liverymen working with all the
significant UK manufacturers of gloves and related
trades. The Company fosters its contact with the
industry to the benefit of both. Nevertheless, the British
industry in fashion and day gloves has been hard
pressed to compete with high quality gloves produced
in bulk at affordable prices in the Far East, Italy and
elsewhere on the Continent and the majority of British
manufacture is concentrated in technical gloves. Even
so, the UK continues to maintain a hard core of very
best quality manufacturers of fashion and day gloves as
well as industrial and working gloves. 

It would be invidious to mention particular
companies. However, there number amongst the
ranks of the Livery companies who produce gloves for
Royalty, fire fighting, medical use, our armed forces;
gloves impenetrable to knives, heat and chemicals;
gloves that dress the finest models and adorn the Lord

Mayor and the Lady Mayoress; cool in summer and
warm in winter; colours that are fast and vibrant and
grips that will be secure on a rope in whatever the
conditions. The British glove industry remains a force
to reckoned with. Retail sales in the UK amount to
approximately £100 million per annum and add
significantly to our exports. Glovers of London is glad
to retain strong links with such a healthy industry
which continues to embody the ethos of quality and
craftsmanship.

The Glovers recognise those working in the craft and
have pleasure in awarding long service certificates -
many to those with over 25 years' service and some
with over 60 years. When the Company considers that
a person or organisation has pioneered the use and
wearing of gloves or a particular innovation, it awards
a Golden Glove to mark the importance of this to the
glove trade.

The Company has the great privilege of providing the
Coronation Glove to the Monarch at the Coronation.
By tradition, only a right hand glove is presented; being
a gauntlet of white leather with, on the back, the Royal
cypher in embroidery of gold thread with motifs of the
Tudor Rose, Shamrock, Thistle, Oak Leaves and Acorns.

The gift of a suite of gloves to the Lord Mayor and
Lady Mayoress each year is a high profile element of
the Company's aim to further foster the use and
wearing of gloves and thereby to encourage their
purchase and manufacture. Similarly, fine gloves are
presented to other national figures including the Lord
Chief Justice on appointment and members of the
Royal family on special occasions. The Company
participates in the Carmen's annual Cartmarking
Ceremony and provide fireproof gloves to the Master
and Lord Mayor to brand the vintage and modern
vehicles licensed to enter the City. 

The Company holds an annual student competition,
hotly contested by the many Colleges and Universities
all over the UK that study fashion and design. Prizes are
awarded for the most commercially practical design in
various categories such as gloves for DIY or a day at the
races. In addition a prize is awarded for a safety poster
commending the wearing of gloves in the workplace.
Winners attend and receive their prizes at an annual
lunch with the Company. It is hoped that these young
people will be an investment in the future of gloves
and gloving and the Company is pleased to support
such an initiative.

OUR HISTORY AND THE MODERN COMPANY
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COMPANY CONNECTIONS

The Glovers’ Company’s links with military units began in 1955 when it affiliated with 21 SAS,
a reserve unit which was then commanded by a member of the Livery. The Company has
supported many of the Regiment’s extra-mural activities, including the provision of a canoe,
for the gruelling Devises–Westminster Race.

The Glovers' Company plays a full part in the civic life of the City of
London and supports the Lord Mayor and City of London Corporation in
every way it can, including taking part in the Lord Mayor's Show. The
Livery has also had several of its members elected as Lord Mayor,
Alderman, Common Councilman and, in 2012, as Sheriff of the City of
London. The Company thus has a ready and useful two-way flow of
information and opportunities offered to it.

21st Special Air Service Regiment (Artists)

The Glovers enjoy a special relationship with the Guild, with regular visits both ways. The
Safran Guild also dates back to the 14th century and is  one of foremost Guilds in
Switzerland. Their historic and ornate Hall boasts a stained glass window of the Glovers'
coat of arms symbolising the close relationship. The Safran Guild celebrates their Guild
Feast on Ash Wednesday with a large banquet and parade with their pipes and drums
around Basel. They, with their band, have also taken part in the Lord Mayor's Show.

Safran Guild of Basel

During 2014, the Company created a new relationship with the 467 Barnet
Cadets of St John Ambulance. The Master visited them for a training evening in
April and a formal Certificate of Affiliation was handed over to their
Commanding Officer, Shelley Millar, at the July Court Meeting. The Cadets and
their officers are already engaging with the Company and this trend is set to
continue in 2015.

St John Ambulance

In 1999 the Glovers added a naval affiliation, with the frigate, HMS
Cumberland, and Liverymen were able to experience life at sea on many
occasions. HMS Cumberland was sadly de-commissioned in 2011, but a
new affiliation has been formed with the nuclear submarine, HMS
Artful. Built in Barrow, she was officially named on 20th September
2013, the 375th Anniversary of the Glovers’ Charter. A number of
Company visits took place during Artful’s build phase, and following her
launch on 19th May 2014, these will doubtless increase as she nears
operational readiness.

Our Air Force affiliation (dating back to 2006) is to 444 Squadron, which is a
very active and successful air cadet unit. The unit has been supported with
gifts of gauntlets, pipes and drums and computer equipment, and continues to
prosper.

444 (Shoreditch) Squadron, Air Training Corp

HMS Artful
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1638-9 William Smarte
1639-75 Records missing
1675-6 Francis Aldwyn
1676-7 Richard Read
1677-8 Robert Jones
1678-9 Humphrey Griffith
1679-80 William Webb
1680-1 Thomas Brooks
1681-2 Richard Gibson
1682-7 Records missing
1687-8 Edmond Farding
1688-92 Records missing
1692-3 William Rutter
1693-4 Joseph Shutt
1694-5 Edmond Farding
1695-6 Daniel Wharley
1696-7 William Hobday
1697-8 Robert Jones
1698-9 Records missing
1699-1700 lsaac Shard
1700-72 Records missing
1772-3 John Kentish
1773-4 James Piercy
1774-5 John Pollard
1775-6 William Frampton
1776-7 Josiah Monnery
1777-8 William Parry
1778-9 John Burnell
1779-80 Robert Lewin
1780-1 John Popplewell
1781-2 Richard Draper
1782-3 William Griffiths
1783-4 Benjamin Robertson
1784-5 Robert Threlfal
1785-6 William Wryghte
1786-7 John Hemans
1787-8 Timothy Fisher
1788-9 James Devereux Hustler
1789-90 Christopher Parker
1790-1 Thomas Heathfield
1791-2 Daniel Jennings
1792-3 Richard Ladyman
1793-4 William Platell
1794-5 John William Anderson (Alderman)
1795-6 John Rowlatt
1796-7 Matthew Stainton
1797-8 William Eamonson
1798-9 John Pollard
1799-1800 William Parry
1800-1 Joseph Hibbert
1801-2 Joseph Butterworth
1802-3 Robert Taylor
1803-4 Luke Flood
1804-5 Josiah Monnery
1805-53 Records missing
1853-4 William UlIathorne
1854-5 Daniel Hazard
1855-6 Edwarcl Hibbert
1856-7 Thomas Clarke
1857-8 John Peachey
1858-9 Robert Alexander Gray
1859-60 Richard Thomas Cousens
1860-1 John Earle Huxley
1861-2 John Burrup
1862-3 Charles James Jones
1863-4 George Hibbert

1864-5 Samuel James Wood
1865-6 Edward Hibbert
1866-7 Thomas Clarke
1867-8 Robert Alexander Gray
1868-9 Charles James Jones
1869-70 George Hibbert
1870-1 Robert Alexander Gray
1871-2 Edward Hibbert
1872-3 George Hibbert
1873-4 Edward Hibbert
1874-5 George Hibbert
1875-6 Edward Hibbert
1876-86 George Hibbert
1886-9 Henry Homewood Crawford
1889-90 Charles John Shoppee
1890-1 Charles George Hale
1891 -2 Albert Joseph Altman
1892-3 John Charles Bell
1893-4 Lt. Col. George Lambert
1894-5 Frederick C. D. Haggard
1895-7 Major John Roper Parkington JP FRGS
1897-8 Charles Hampton Hale
1898-9 Henry Homewood Crawford
1899-1900 John Charles Bell (Alderman)
1900-1 Charles George Hibbert
1901-2 Arthur Hibbert
1902-3 Col. Sir John Roper Parkington DL JP FRGS
1903-4 Lewis Edmund Glyn KC
1904-5 Sir Ernest Clarke
1905-6 Sir Henry Homewood Crawford
1906-7 Gilbert Purvis
1907-8 Sir John Charles Bell (Alderman and Lord Mayor)
1908-9 Thomas Adolphus Bullock FRGS
1909-10 Charles Jones Cuthbertson
1910-12 Herbert Charles Marshall
1912-13 Frank Debenham JP
1913-14 Alfred Mosely CMG
1914-15 Sir John Roper Parkington DL JP FRGS
1915-16 John Edmund Drower
1916-17 James Roll (Alderman)
1917-18 Ernest Webb
1918-19 Henry Terrell
1919-20 James Morrison McLeod
1920-1 James Roll (Alderman)
1921-3 Samuel Amos Worskett
1923-4 Thomas H. Openshaw CB CMG
1924-5 George Cockburn Jack
1925-6 Harold Warson Humphries FCA
1926-7 Ernest Frank Donne
1927-8 Canon Fitzwilliam John Carrer Gillmor
1928-9 Edmund Victor Huxtable
1929-30 Harold Edmund Franck
1930-1 William Samuel Green
1931-2 Joseph Henry White
1932-3 Lionel Ernest Howard Whitby
1933-4 Sir Charles Henry Collett (Alderman and Lord Mayor)
1934-5 Claude Henry Evans
1935-6 Col. Sir George McLaren Brown KBE
1936-7 Alexander Mackenzie Hay
1937-8 Frederick Whittingham JP
1938-9 George Sherington Collins
1939-40 Major Richard Rigg OBE JP
1940-2 Sir Sydney Parkes
1942-3 Austin Leonard Reed
1943-4 William Craven-ElIis MP
1944-5 Cecil Ernest Donne

PAST MASTERS OF THE COMPANY
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1945-6 Estcourt Southcombe OBE (died in office, Frederick 
Whittingham succeeded as Acting Master)

1946-7 Thomas Brammall Daniel FRIBA
1947-8 George William Heard
1948-9 Frederick John Giles
1949-50 William Herbert Leslie Pinkham
1950-1 James George Rowan JP
1951-2 Alexander Froomberg
1952-3 Norman Loveless
1953-4 Lt. Col. Lyndall Fownes Urwick OBE MC
1954-5 James Ernest Franck FRIBA
1955-6 Major Harold Charles Ernest Oliver MC JP
1956-7 Albert Henry Shanks
1957-8 Edward Royden Alltree
1958-9 Albert John Thomas FRIBA
1959-60 The Very Revd Harold George Michael Clarke
1960-1 William Arthur Phillips
1961-2 Wilfrid Ernest Palmer MBE (died in office, Cecil Ernest 

Donne succeeded as Acting Master)
1962-3 Alfred William West
1963-4 Major Sir Reginald Bullin OBE TD JP
1964-5 Harold Walker OBE
1965-6 Victor Morley Lawson
1966-7 James Birkmyre Rowan TD JP
1967-8 William Gray Rowan JP
1968-9 Vice-Adm. Sir Charles Hughes Hallett KCB CBE
1969-70 Herbert John Morris
1970-1 Vivian Charles Boulton
1971-2 Ernest Albert Copeland
1972-3 Clifford Henry Barclay
1973-4 Philip David Froomberg
1974-5 Frederick Ivor Richard Marwood Spry
1975-6 Eric Vernon Hawtin
1976-7 Davide Patrick Leith Antill TD
1977-8 Leslie Ellstace Warner OBE (died in office,

Clifford Henry Barclay succeeded
as Acting Master)

1978-9 Henry Renault Beakbane FRSA
1979-80 William Randolph Spencer
1980-1 Barry St George Austin Read CBE MC DL FRSA
1981-2 Sir Christopher Collett GBE FCA (Alderman and 

Lord Mayor)
1982-3 Neville Rayner JP
1983-4 Clifford Edwin Adams
1984-5 Hans Stephen Kirsch
1985-6 Frederick William Caine FCA
1986-7 Harold Grenville Walker
1987-8 Kenneth David St John Smith ADipl ARIBA FRSA
1988-9 Clive William Lidstone MBE FRSA
1989-90 John Stanley Bishop
1990-1 Maurice Sidney Lea FCA FRSA
1991-2 David Mathieson Anderson CA
1992-3 Charlesworth John Wood FRSA
1993-4 John Gratwick OBE
1994-5 John Jotham Gardner FCII
1995-6 Alan Seymour Fishman FIA ASA
1996-7 Michael Kennedy Down FCA
1997-8 Emanuel Silverman
1998-9 Malcolm Olaf Penney FCA
1999-2000 Margaret Mavis Linton
2000-1 James Dudley Henderson Clarke OBE BEM FRSA
2001-2 Alan Howarth JP BSc DIC
2002-3 John Hedley Spanner TD CC
2003-4 William Loach FRSA
2004-5 WaIter Gustav Demuth
2005-6 Stephen Michael Brooker MA FCA
2006-7 Brian Wicks TD BA
2007-8 John Neville Brown CBE MA FCA CTA FRGS
2008-9 Roy Jennings
2009-10 Oliver Holmes
2010-11 Roderick Morriss TD DL
2011-12 Keith Ebsworth
2012-13 Christopher Dadson
2013-14 Alison Gowman (Alderman)

1638 Richard Fussell (John Harris to be second Clerk and to succeed him)
1678 Mr. Draper appears
1682 William Hetherington appears
1693 John Wildman appears
(1772)-1784 James Roberts
1784-1803 Philip Wyatt Crowther
1803- John Thomas
(1832)-1866 Mr. R. Thomas appears
1867- 6 Frederick R. Thomas
1886-1922 Adam William Burn (Mr Burn was later appointed to the Court and became Third Under Warden)
1923-42 J. J. Edwards
1942-7 Frederick Wills
1947-8 Roland Champness
1948-7 Harold Maurice Collinson
1978-82 Peter Lawson-Clarke, FCIB
1982-4 John Jotham Gardner, FCII
1984-93 Group Captain Douglas George Farley Palmer, OBE
1993-2007 Monique MagdaIen Denise Hood, JP
2007-2013 Carole Blackshaw, BA FRAeS
2013-date Colonel Mark Butler

In the case of James Roberts and R. Thomas the dates in brackets are the dates when their names first occur.

Thomas King appears in 1771 and may well have been the Clerk at that time, but proof is lacking.

SOME PAST CLERKS OF THE COMPANY
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JOINING THE COMPANY 

Acandidate for admission to the Company must
be proposed (sponsored) by a Liveryman of at
least one year’s standing, who has known the

candidate for at least three years. However the
Membership Committee have the power, subject to
ultimate Court approval, to be flexible in order to allow
members to begin the process of joining,
notwithstanding that they are unable to qualify on the
current three year friendship rule.

If you have a friend or colleague whom you think might
wish to apply to become a Member of the Company,
first speak to the Chairman (or any Member) of the
Membership Committee to discuss the merits of your
possible candidate: if they think that he or she has a
reasonable chance of being admitted, they will suggest
that you bring them, as your guest, to one of the formal
functions of the Livery. Mark your application for tickets
for your guest 'Potential Member', so that the Clerk can
be alerted and thus enable one or two of the
Membership Committee to meet him or her informally.

Following the function, the Membership Committee
Members will then discuss the candidate with the
Chairman of the Committee. If the Chairman is happy
that the candidate should go further, and your
candidate has expressed an interest in joining the
Company, he/she will ask the Secretary of the
Committee to send a Membership Information Pack to
you.  Although attendance at a formal function at an
early stage of candidature is obviously most important,
an alternative and practical way to get things moving
could (in exceptional circumstances) sometimes be in
arranging an informal meeting with the Chairman of
the Membership Committee.

On receipt of the pack, you should discuss the contents
with your candidate, ensure that he/she is fully aware
of the financial obligations entailed by membership
(including support for the Charity Fund), and arrange
for the completion of the membership forms.

Check the forms (as far as you are able) for accuracy
and completeness, sign and comment where required
as Sponsor, and return the forms to the Secretary of
the Membership Committee. 

The Membership Application then takes the following
timetable (Detailed dates will be provided by the
Membership Secretary to both candidate and sponsor,
on receipt of the completed application.):

• The application is circulated by email/post to the
Membership Committee and the Court; if no

objections are received, the candidate will be invited
to attend for interview at the next Membership
Committee. 

• The interview will take place in the City in the early
afternoon, and you will be asked to introduce the
Candidate briefly to the Committee. As Sponsor, you
are expected to accompany your candidate. If you
cannot do so, you must arrange for the candidate to
be accompanied by another Member of the Livery
who knows him/her. If this is not possible, the
interview will be postponed to the next meeting of
the Committee. 

• If the Committee are in favour of the candidate, the
Clerk will invite them to the next Wardens'
Committee to receive the Freedom of the Company
and, subject to receipt of the Freedom of the City, to
the next Court Meeting thereafter to become a Full
Member of the Livery. 

There may, at times, be possible candidates for
consideration who are unknown to anyone in the
Livery, (For example, a person in a senior position in the
Glove Trade may be an 'obvious' candidate, but may
not know a Liveryman.). In this event, it is imperative
that the Chairman is consulted as soon as possible, so
that a decision as to the correct course of action may
be taken at the earliest opportunity. 

Admission by Members of the Society of
Young Freemen
Members of the SOYF wishing to join the Company
may apply by following the procedures below, which
were agreed by the Court on 14 July 1999. 

• SOYF applicants should write to express formally a
desire to join the Company: this letter should be
accompanied by two satisfactory references from
past or current Chairmen of the SOYF.

• If the Chairman of the Membership Committee is
satisfied that the applicant is "suitable", the SOYF
member will be sent the standard Application Form,
but will only be entitled to apply at this stage for the
Freedom of the Company (i.e. not for Full
Membership). 

• No applications will be considered from any SOYF
member who would have reached the age of 40 by
the date of his/her admission as a Freeman of the
Company.

• SOYF applicants must complete a minimum period



of three years as Freemen, and must have a declared
intent of applying for full Membership of the Livery
by the age of 40, or within five years of their
admission to the Freedom (whichever date occurs
latest).

• If, on attaining the age of 40, or having been a
Freeman for five years, (whichever date occurs
latest) the Freeman has not become a Liveryman,
his/her name will be recommended to the Court for
removal from the Roll. Prior to this, he/she is to be
reminded on an annual basis by the Membership
Secretary of the need to apply for admission to the
Full Livery.

Conversion of Freemen to full livery
Freemen must apply for Full Livery status before
reaching the age of 40, and the Secretary of the
Membership Committee will annually remind all
Freemen of 37 years of age and older of this fact, and
of the procedures to be followed.

A Freeman wishing to convert should write to the
Chairman of the Membership Committee, formally
requesting to do so, amplifying his/her reasons,
confirming awareness of the increased financial
obligations and commitment to the Company and
enclosing an updated Application form. 

The application should be placed on the Agenda of the
next meeting of the Membership Committee and all
Committee members should be provided with a copy
of the Candidate's application, together with the
Freeman's original application form (from the Clerk). 

If the Committee approves the application, it should
then interview the Freeman (unless it should deem this
unnecessary) and if it agrees with the "Conversion",
should so recommend to the Court. 

If the Court concurs, the Freemen should be admitted
as a Full Member of the Livery at the next Court. 

The Membership Secretary will report annually, at the
August meeting of the Committee, of the status of all
Freemen

Conversion of Associate to full livery
Should an Associate subsequently become eligible to
be granted the Freedom of the City of London, he/she
should then apply for the Full Livery.

Special Membership
There are no hard and fast rules laid down as to what
special membership means, and all applications should
be dealt with on their merits, and should in the first
instance always be referred to the Master before being
considered by the Membership Committee. 
There are three types of Special Membership: 
• Patrons, who should be restricted to the members of

the Royal Family. 
• Honorary Members of the Livery Court and, except

in this sense, there would be no such persons as
Honorary Members. 

• Members admitted on special terms. 
This last category has included the Colonel of our
adopted Regiment who, whilst acting as Commanding
Officer, could be invited to become a member with no
fine or quarterage payable. When he ceased to be
Commanding Officer he would be expected to pay
quarterage in full, but not the fine, so that the privilege
of Special Membership died with the job.
For these prestigious new Members, it should be left to
the Master to decide what terms should be offered.
This could be without payment of fine, quarterage or
indeed any payment, although it may be felt desirable
to encourage at least some payment.

Companions
From time to time the Court has agreed to offer the
status of Companion to the spouse of a deceased
Member; this status is not often granted, and since its
introduction at the Court meeting on 15 July 1997 has
been offered to only a handful of people.  It is intended
as a means of staying in touch with the widows (or
widowers) of those who have been prominent in the
Livery, and who themselves have made a contribution
to the Livery.
If the status is accepted, the Companion pays no fine
or quarterage (as agreed at Court in July 2004),
receives all Livery mailings, and can attend all functions
(with the exception of Livery Only events) at his or her
own expense.  A Companion is not a Liveryman, so
cannot attend Common Hall, but is effectively treated
as one, and as part of the “Glovers’ family”.
It was agreed by the Court in July 2013 that the spouse
of a deceased Past Master would automatically be
invited to become a Companion.
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There are three categories of Membership of the
Glovers Company for which a candidate could
apply: admission to the Full Livery of the

Company, admission to the Company as a Freeman, or
admission as an Apprentice.

Admission to the Full Livery
All Candidates for admission to the Full Livery (i.e. the
Freedom and Livery of the Company) must fulfil the
following:

• Be at least 18 years of age, and be eligible to be
granted the Freedom of the City of London.

• Have demonstrated an interest in the City, in the
retention of its unique form of government, and the
maintenance of the ancient traditions associated
with the City and the Livery Companies.

• Be known to be of good character and reputation.

• Have the personality and possess the social graces
generally acceptable to the Livery.

• Undertake to support the Charity Fund and the
majority of the Livery functions, whether concerned
with Livery business or of a social nature.

• Be prepared to devote time to assisting in the
organisations and/or operations of the Livery, e.g. as
a member of a regular committee or of ad hoc
committees set up from time to time to achieve
short-term objectives.

• Undertake to pay the full fines, dues and other sums,
e.g. Quarterage and charity contributions,
appropriate to membership. 

• Be involved in the design, manufacture, wholesaling,
distribution, promotion or retailing of all types of
gloves, whether fashion, industrial, surgical,
sporting, or other, plus machine and mechanical aid
protective casing or gloves, and supply of raw
materials for gloves, or be involved in providing
professional services to "gloves and gloving" such as
Accountants, Lawyers, Surveyors or Fashion creators
and designers. 

• If not involved in "gloves and gloving" then, if over
40, be established in their profession, in business or
in society. If under 40 to be well embarked upon a
career in which, as far as can be foreseen, they will
establish themselves in their profession, in business
or society by the age of 40. In all cases candidates
must be generally acceptable to the Committee.

Candidates will not normally be considered merely
because they are the spouse of a Member of another
Livery Company. 
A Liveryman may, under no circumstances, revert to the
status of Freeman.

Admission to the Freedom only
A candidate for the Freedom Only must be between
the ages of 18-40 years of age and have the declared
intent of applying for Full Membership of the Livery
before reaching the age of 40. Freemen are required to
translate to full Livery as soon as they are able, by
making application to the Membership Committee. If,
on attaining the age of 40, the Freeman has not
become a Liveryman, his/her name will be
recommended to the Court for removal from the Roll.
Prior to this, on attaining 37 years of age, Freemen are
to be reminded on an annual basis by the Membership
Secretary of the need to apply for admission to the full
Livery
The procedures for selection and admission as a
Freeman Only, follow those of admission for Liverymen
with the following differences:
• Reduced undertakings of a Freeman will include

payment of a fine and quarterage (less than that of a
Liveryman), and support of the Charity Fund. 

• A Freeman transferring to Liveryman will pay a
further fine, and quarterage at full Liveryman rate,
with an undertaking to continue to support the
Charity Fund. 

• The Freeman will be encouraged to attend social
events and to take part in the Company's affairs as
far as is practicable, and may, through arrangement
with the Clerk, introduce guests to Court Lunches
and to the Banquet. 

• A Freeman cannot attend Common Hall in Guildhall,
or be included in the Common Hall list of Liverymen,
but will be included as a Freeman in the Company's
internal list of members. 

Admission as an Apprentice
Candidates for admission as an Apprentice of the
Company are responsible to an Apprentice Master
(who must be a full Liveryman, and approved as an
Apprentice Master by the Membership Committee).
Candidates must be 18 years of age or over, eligible, in
due course, for being granted the Freedom of the City,
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and prepared to serve between four and seven years as
an Indentured Apprentice.
An Apprentice is wholly the responsibility of his or her
Apprentice Master and may attend social events and
take part in the Company's affairs as far as is
practicable and with the approval of the Apprentice
Master. They may, through arrangement with his or her
Apprentice Master and/or the Clerk, introduce guests
to Court Lunches and to the Banquet. On completion
of the period of service, an Apprentice may transfer to
Freeman without payment of a fine. Further details are
available from the Chairman or Secretary of the
Membership Committee. 

Associate Member
At the time when the Freedom of the City of London
could only be applied for by persons who were British
subjects, the category of Associate Member was
introduced to allow persons who would otherwise be
eligible for membership of the Livery, but who were
not British subjects, effectively to become members.
They were not included on the roll for Common Hall,
and could not therefore attend the elections for Lord
Mayor and the Sheriffs, but were able to attend the

formal and social events of the Livery. In the late
1990s, the Freedom of the City was made available to
persons of any nationality, so the rationale for this
class of membership fell away, and it is no longer
available, although there are still a few Associate
members, who are encouraged to become full
Liverymen. Associates paid a fine of half the
Liverymen’s rate, and full quarterage.

Liverymen and Associates pay full quarterage (At 6
April 2014 this was £310)

Freemen pay 50% of full quarterage

Initial quarterage will be charged in quarterly steps,
depending on the date of admission (e.g. a person
joining in the 3rd quarter of the year will pay 50% of
the quarterage as their first payment)

Mail Only (not now available to new applicants) is
capped at £30 per annum.

Companions pay nothing.

Fine on admission to the Livery is £10 x the age on
admission.

Fine on admission to the Freedom only is £5 x the age
on admission.

All fines (whether for admission to the Livery, or to the
Freedom Only) are reduced by 30% if the entrant is the
child of a Liveryman, and born before the parent
became Free of the Company.

All fines (whether for admission to the Livery, or to the
Freedom Only) are reduced by 50% if the entrant is the

child of a Liverymen, and born after the parent became
Free of the Company.

Freeman to Liveryman conversion is £5 x the age at
date of conversion.

There is no fine for an Associate converting to Liveryman.

The reduction for those whose parent was a Liveryman
will apply only if the parent is still a Liveryman, or died
whilst still a Liveryman. It does not apply if the parent
resigned from the Livery. 

Quarterage is due on April 6th each year, and
Liverymen are encouraged to pay by direct debit.

Those few Liverymen admitted prior to the introduction
of quarterage in around 1970 do not have to pay it;
however, a number do pay varying voluntary amounts
which are treated as quarterage in the accounts.

Fines on appointment are payable as follows:
• On appointment as an Assistant – £410
• On appointment as 3rd Under Warden, 2nd Under

Warden, 1st Under Warden or Renter Warden – £310
• On appointment as Master – £310.

FINES AND QUARTERAGE

Glovers and their guests, all looking typically stylish
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General dress code
As Liverymen of the Worshipful Company of Glovers,
gloves should be worn, if possible, on all occasions.
Gentlemen: Suit and tie
Ladies: Suit, dress or skirt with appropriate top

Company ties
The Livery Tie (black, with multiple silver crests on it)
and the Ladies’ Livery Badge are worn at all formal
livery functions. The Social Tie (dark blue with multiple
rams’ heads on it) is worn at all informal livery events,
or on non-livery occasions.

Evening dress or white tie
Gentlemen: Black tailcoat and trousers, winged collar
shirt, white tie and white waistcoat
Ladies: Long dress or skirt with appropriate top

Dinner jacket or black tie
Gentlemen: Black dinner suit, white shirt and black tie
Ladies: Cocktail dress or trousers, long or short dress or
skirt with appropriate top

Morning dress
Gentlemen: Black morning suit tailcoat with black/grey
striped trousers, black waistcoat, white shirt with
Livery tie
Hats are not normally required
Ladies: Suit or dress with hat as function dictates

Mess and national dress
Gentlemen: Military mess dress or national dress may be
worn as evening dress for white and black tie functions.
Mess dress may be worn by Liverymen when approved.

Decorations and badges
Livery badges and decorations are worn as invitations
direct. For white and black tie functions, miniature
medals are worn on the lapel and senior honours around
the neck. Ladies wear honours on a bow. Full size
medals are worn only for formal military occasions when
they may be worn on suits or overcoats as appropriate.

Smart casual
Gentlemen: Blazer or sports jacket; tie optional
Ladies: Dress, skirt or trousers with appropriate top

Smoking
Smoking is not permitted in any Livery Hall.

Correspondence
All correspondence to the Master should be sent to the
Clerk for onward transmission. If the matter is private,
then the envelope should be so marked.

Formal lunches and dinners
Guests should be forewarned that there are no comfort
breaks during formal dinners. However, in extremis, the
most convenient time to excuse oneself is immediately
following the last course of the meal prior to the loving
cup ceremony, the loyal toast and the speeches.

Chatham House Rules
Presentations, lectures or meetings under Chatham
House rules are held under these strict protocols which
apply without exception to all present: “Participants are
free to use the information received but they may not
reveal the location and date or time of the assembly,
nor the identity or the affiliation of the speaker(s) or
any other participants”.

LIVERY MEMORABILIA
Please contact the Clerk to order the Livery ties and badge, and Bill Loach for the cufflinks.

DRESS CODES AND PROTOCOLS

Cufflinks £10 + postage

Livery silk tie
£21.50 plus
postage

Livery Ladies’ badge £30 + postageSocial silk tie
£21.50 plus
postage
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The Livery Handbook contains most of what we
need to know about being a Glover as well as
explaining the duties and obligations of the

Officers and Members of the Court. It also provides a
history of the Company and is invaluable, both as a
guide and as a reference book.

The latest version of the Livery Handbook was
published in July 2014.

All Members are given the current version when they
join the Company and thereafter download and print
our updates and additions for themselves, from inside
the Members’ Area of the website, which is found at
www.thegloverscompany.org.

There is a link on there to the full text of the current
edition.

In addition to the main body of the Livery Handbook,
there is a "Ceremonial Section" which, as the name
implies, includes details of the formal ceremonies, such
as those associated with the admission of Freemen and

Liverymen, the election and installation of Officers,
including those for the Master and Wardens. 
There is a separate link to the Ceremonial Section,
which was last updated in January 2014.

Clerk

THE COMPANY HANDBOOK

Like our Company, many Liveries have long and distinguished
histories, stretching back over hundreds of years. However, only a
minority have actually merited a formal record. We are lucky in

that respect, because our long-serving Member, Ralph Waggett, who
is a well-regarded historian, kindly undertook the necessary research
and wrote a fluent and highly detailed book on the Glovers, which
was published in 2000 by Phillimore, a division of The History Press.

Entitled “A History of the Worshipful Company of Glovers of London”
and updated by the author in 2008, this handsome hardback, with a
glossy dustjacket, is a must for every Member. Its 124 pages, including
index, cover every aspect of our past and extend right up to the turn
of the millennium. 

Amongst other gems there is an explanation of how we first came to
establish our independence from the warm embrace of the
Leathersellers and Pursers, what happened to our old livery hall, and
even blow-by-blow accounts of various internal political struggles.

The book is lavishly illustrated with black and white plates and it also
contains a helpful series of appendices.

Those Members who do not currently have a copy – and they also
make excellent Christmas and birthday presents – can buy them from
our Learned Clerk, at a price of £25.

The Editor

THE COMPANY’S PUBLISHED HISTORY

Recent Amendments include the following:

Date Page

July 2014 G090-93 Employees: new pages
G045A Glovers Website: major revision
G014 Duties of the Renter Warden: amended 3rd, 5th, 9th 

bullet points
G007 Selection of Assistants: amended

April 2014 G011 Duties of 3rd Under Warden: revised 3rd bullet point.
G012 Duties of 2nd Under Warden: addition of  penultimate

bullet point
G025E Discretionary Gifts to the Company's Charities: new page
G037A Annual Banquet Customs & Procedures: new page
G042 Official Guests at Lunch/Banquet: revision to Lunch final

bullet point
G043 Hosts and Stewards at Formal Functions: major revision
G044 Liaison with HM Forces: major update
G048 Liverymen Seeking Sponsorship: new page

Nov 2013 G025D Fund Raising Committee: new page
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The Lord Mayor takes precedence over the City,
attends state openings of Parliament; presides
over the Courts of Aldermen and Common

Council; is Admiral of the Port of London; a Trustee of
St Paul's Cathedral and Chancellor of City University.
His/her official home is Mansion House, where he/she
hosts heads of state and dignitaries.

The Lord Mayor has an international role, promoting
the City as a leading financial centre, fostering goodwill
and promoting trade. As a trusted professional without
party political status, they are a respected advocate for
the nation. The first step is to be elected for a six-year
term on the Court of Aldermen. Candidates must be a
British subject aged 21 or more, a Freeman and able to
pass the requirements of election as a Police and Crime
Commissioner. They must meet any financial
implications from private funds, commit two days a
week and contribute to the community with voluntary
service.

If an Alderman has the support of the Court of
Aldermen and 15 Liverymen they can be elected by the
Livery at Common Hall and thus appointed Sheriff – an
office which is the oldest in the City and formed to
collect revenues and enforce justice. Today, the
Aldermanic and Non-Aldermanic Sheriffs attend the
Lord Mayor. They attend the Court of Common
Council, open the Old Bailey each day and attend to
judges and visitors. They are administrative officers of

the court: High Court writs are directed to Sheriffs.
Each year a committee of Aldermen and leading City
figures assesses serving Alderman who have been
Sheriffs, for suitability to progress to Lord Mayor. The
full Court of Aldermen also considers these same
qualifying Aldermen and chooses one. At Common
Hall, the same candidates are presented to the
Liverymen who, seemingly by acclamation, choose a
preferred one. The Court of Aldermen then vote in
private for their preference, who is then anounced in
Common Hall.

Those who have been Liverymen for at least a year
have the right to vote for the Lord Mayor – a right that
goes back to the Charter of King John in 1215.

Liverymen obtain a pass from the Clerk to vote in the
election on Michaelmas Day (29th September) – a
colourful, formal ceremony in the historic Guildhall.
Although absence is no longer an offence, Liverymen
who attend witness a democratic ceremony rooted in
tradition. To see the prior Lord Mayor's procession
from Guildhall to St Lawrence-Jewry church, Liverymen
should arrive at Guildhall at 10.15am. The church
service is at 10.30am, and is open to the public. The
ceremony in Guildhall starts at 11.45am, but it is wise
to be seated by 11.20am as it fills up. It finishes
around 1pm, but can be delayed if the debate is
protracted. A similar election is held for sheriffs on
24th June in each year.

ELECTING THE LORD MAYOR

The annual celebration of the new Lord Mayor of
the City of London happens when they take
office on the second Saturday in November.

According to King John's Charter of 1215 the new
Lord Mayor was required to be taken from the City to
Westminster to be shown to the citizens of London
(hence the term show) and to swear an oath of
allegiance before the Sovereign.

Since 1833 the Lord Mayor has sworn allegiance before
judges at the Royal Courts of Justice in the Strand, but
the Lord Mayor's Show takes place today for the same
reasons. The show tableaux are called floats because

originally they were constructed on vessels and floated
up the Thames as the City's roads were inadequate.

The Lord Mayor's Show has run for more than 780
years. It is the world 's biggest unrehearsed parade and
the oldest surviving public demonstration of democracy
in the world. The procession usually comprises about
3,000 civilians, 2,000 service personnel, 40 horses, 60
floats, 20 bands, 120 vehicles and 20 carriages,
creating a two-mile procession – nearly twice as long as
the actual route, so it takes about an hour to pass by.

The Company periodically takes part in the Show,
promoting the glove trade and our Livery.

THE LORD MAYOR’S SHOW
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The Freedom of the City of London dates back to
medieval times when craftsmen and women
organised themselves into trade guilds, later

known as Livery Companies.

The City of London Corporation then, as now,
regulated the Livery Companies and demanded all
Liverymen be Freemen of the City as a prerequisite to
trade, in exchange for trading privileges which were
not available to non-Freemen. With the population
expanding in the 19th century, control of trade by
traditional methods became unworkable, restrictions
were abolished and the ancient privileges became
largely irrelevant. However, the City of London retained
the obligatory admission to the Freedom of the City for
Liverymen and, since 1835, encouraged non-Liverymen
with an interest in the City to apply as well.

Today, the Chamberlain's Court at Guildhall (which
administers the Freedom) is as busy as in the 17th
century, with more than 1,800 Freedom admissions
each year, half from Livery Companies. All those
wishing to join our Livery Company must first become
a Freeman of the City of London.
All citizens over 18 may apply to the City of London, at
Guildhall, for the Freedom. There are no place of birth
or residential qualifications. Non-British citizens will
swear a slightly different oath of loyalty to the Queen.
It is not an award or honour unless conferred as a rare
Honorary Freedom.
Those who seek the Freedom without the intervention
of a Livery Company may do so by nomination by two
Aldermen, Common Councilmen or Liverymen of the
City of London.

FREEDOM OF THE CITY OF LONDON

Actuaries (91)
Air Pilots (81)
Apothecaries (58)
Arbitrators (93)
Armourers and Brasiers (22)
Arts Scholars (110)
Bakers (19)
Barbers (17)
Basketmakers (52)
Blacksmiths (40)
Bowyers (38)
Brewers (14)
Broderers (48)
Builders Merchants (88)
Butchers (24)
Carmen (77)
Carpenters (26)
Chartered Accountants (86)
Chartered Architects (98)
Chartered Secretaries (87)
Chartered Surveyors (85)
Clockmakers (61)
Clothworkers (12)
Coachmakers (72)
Constructors (99)
Cooks (35)
Coopers (36)
Cordwainers (27)
Curriers (29)
Cutlers (18)
Distillers (69)
Drapers (3)
Dyers (13)
Educators (109)
Engineers (94)
Environmental Cleaners (97)
Fan Makers (76)
Farmers (80)

Farriers (55)
Feltmakers (63)
Firefighters (103)
Fishmongers (4)
Fletchers (39)
Founders (33)
Framework Knitters (64)
Fruiterers (45)
Fuellers (95)
Furniture Makers (83)
Gardeners (66)
Girdlers (23)
Glass Sellers (71)
Glaziers and Painters of Glass (53)
Glovers (62)
Gold and Silver Wyre Drawers (74)
Goldsmiths (5)
Grocers (2)
Gunmakers (73)
Haberdashers (8)
Hackney Carriage Drivers (104)
Horners (54)
Information Technologists (100)
Innholders (32)
Insurers (92)
International Bankers (106)
Ironmongers (10)
Joiners and Ceilers (41)
Launderers (89)
Leathersellers 15()
Lightmongers (96)
Loriners (57)
Makers of Playing Cards (75)
Management Consultants (105)
Marketors (90)
Masons (30)
Master Mariners (78)
Mercers (1)

Merchant Taylors (6/7)
Musicians (50)
Needlemakers (65)
Painter-Stainers (28)
Pattenmakers (70)
Paviors (56)
Pewterers (16)
Plaisterers (46)
Plumbers (31)
Poulters (34)
Saddlers (25)
Salters (9)
Scientific Instrument Makers (84)
Scriveners (44)
Security Professionals (108)
Shipwrights (59)
Skinners (6/7)
Solicitors (79)
Spectacle Makers (60)
Stationers and Newspaper Makers (47)
Tallow Chandlers (21)
Tax Advisers (107)
Tin Plate Workers alias Wire Workers (67)
Tobacco Pipe Makers and Tobacco Blenders (82)
Turners (51)
Tylers and Bricklayers (37)
Upholders (49)
Vintners (11)
Water Conservators (102)
Wax Chandlers (20)
Weavers (42)
Wheelwrights (68)
Woolmen (43)
World Traders (101)

Companies without Livery
Parish Clerks
Watermen & Lightermen

LIVERY COMPANIES OF THE CITY OF LONDON
(Order of precedence in brackets)
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The Masters and Clerks of the City Livery Companies
assemble at 10.45am in the garden at the east end of
St Paul's for an open air Remembrance Service. It
follows the format of nationwide remembrance
services, and finishes at 11.45am. The Masters of all
the Livery Companies also each plant a small wooden

cross of remembrance in the garden. The service is
attended by the Lord Mayor, St Paul's Clergy and the
President of the Royal British Legion. Sometimes called
the Poppy Planting Service, Liverymen are welcome to
attend – there are no formal post-event lunch
arrangements.

CITY CHURCH SERVICES

There are four significant Church Services in the annual Livery calendar – the Open Air Remembrance
Service, the United Guilds Service, the St Cecilia Service and the Sons of Clergy Service. Three of the
services take place at St Paul’s Cathederal and the fourth rotates between three venues.

The Guilds of the City of London Annual United Service is one of the most colourful and interesting events in the
Livery calendar. The Service is organised by the Fishmongers. Only ticket holders are admitted and space is limited.

All ticket holders are required to be seated 20 minutes before the service which usually starts at 11.30am and lasts
an hour. Masters, Wardens, Clerks and Beadles wear their badges and gowns. Liverymen normally wear suits, with
appropriate dress for ladies, with hats if wished.

A collection for the City of London Endowment Trust for St Paul's Cathedral is made during the service and
afterwards the Clerk makes arrangements for lunch for all. Liverymen can request tickets from the Clerk, and
partners and guests are also welcome.

United Guilds Service (March, St Paul’s)

This dates back to the very origins of the Sons of
the Clergy in 1655. The first fund-raising event
was a service on 8 November 1655, in the old

pre-Fire of London St. Paul's Cathedral, with a dinner
afterwards. A collection was taken at the service for
the families of clergy who had remained loyal to the
Crown, following the execution of Charles I, and who
had been deprived of their livings by Cromwell, thus
leaving many of them penniless. The event still
continues more than 360 years later.

The service is notable for a fine sermon from an
eminent preacher, wonderful music (usually two other

cathedral choirs join the choir of St. Paul’s) and its
pageantry.  It also symbolises the coming together of
Church and State, with Bishops processing with the
Aldermen of the City of London, and the Archbishop of
Canterbury processing in State with the Lord Mayor.

Behind the splendour, the focus remains the same as in
1655 – the work of the charity.  It is a service of
worship combining both thanksgiving for the work of
the Sons of the Clergy and the rededication to God of
that work.  It is also a reminder of the charity’s own
need for on-going financial support.

Usually, the Company is represented by the Master.

Sons of the Clergy Service (May, St Paul’s)

Open Air Remembrance Service (November, St Paul’s)

Every year, the Musicians Benevolent Fund co-ordinates the Festival of Saint Cecilia, on the Wednesday nearest to St
Cecilia’s Day, the 22nd November. The Festival Service is held in the morning and rotates between St Paul’s,
Westminster Abbey and Westminster Cathedral. The music is sung by the combined choirs of the three Cathedrals,
which is the only time the three come together. A new anthem is specially commissioned each year. Masters and
Clerks of all the Livery Companies are robed and process in together. The Service is followed by an informal lunch at a
convenient historic location.

St Cecilia Service (Late November, one of three cathedrals)
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1. Apothecaries' Hall, Black Friars Lane, EC4V 6EJ

2. Armourers' Hall, 81 Coleman Street, EC2R SBJ

3. Bakers Hall, Harp Lane, EC3R 6DP

4. Barber-Surgeons' Hall, Monkwell Square, Wood
Street, EC2Y, SBL

5. Brewers' Hall, Aldermanbury Square, EC2V 7HR

6. Butchers' Hall, 87 Bartholomew Close, EC1A 7EB

7. Carpenters' Hall, Throgmorton Avenue, EC2N 2JJ

8. Clothworkers' Hall, Dunster Court, Mincing Lane,
EC3R 7AH

9. Coopers' Hall, 13 Devonshire Square, EC2M 4TH

10. Cutlers' Hall, Warwick Lane, EC4M 7BR

11. Drapers Hall, Throgmorton Street, EC2N 2DQ

12. Dyers' Hall, 11-13 Dowgate Hill, EC4R 2ST

14. Farmers & Fletchers, 3 Cloth Street, EC1A 7LD

15. Fishmongers, London Bridge, EC4R 9EL

16. Founders' Hall, 1 Cloth Fair, Clerkenwell, EC1A 7JQ

17. Girdlers' Hall, Basinghall Avenue, EC2V SDD

18. Glaziers' Hall, 9 Montague Close, London Bridge,
SE1 9DD

19. Goldsmiths' Hall, Foster Lane, EC2V 6BN

20. Grocers' Hall, Princes Street, EC2R 8AD

21. Haberdashers' Hall, 18 West Smithfield, EC1A 9HQ

22. Innholders' Hall, 30 College Street, EC4R 2RH

23. Ironmongers' Hall, Shaftesbury Place, Barbican,
EC2Y 8AA

24. Leathersellers' Hall, 15 St Helen's Place, EC3A 6DQ

25. Master Mariners' Hall, HQS Wellington,
Temple Stairs, Victoria Embankment, WC2R 2PN

26. Mercers' Hall, Ironmonger Lane, EC2V 8HE

27. Merchant Taylors' Hall, 30 Threadneedle Street,
EC2R 8JB

28. Painter-Stainers' Hall, 9 Little Trinity Lane, EC4V 2AD

29. Pewterers' Hall, Oat Lane, EC2V 7DE

30. Plaisterers' Hall, 1 London Wall, EC2Y 5JU

31. Saddlers' Hall, 40 Gutter Lane, EC2V 6BR

32. Salters' Hall, 4 Fore Street, EC2Y 5DE

33. Skinners' Hall, 81/2 Dowgate Hill, EC4R 2SP

34. Stationers' Hall, Ave Maria Lane, EC4M 7DD

35. Tallow Chandlers' Hall, 4 Dowgate Hill, EC4R 2SH

36. Vintners' Hall, Upper Thames Street, EC4V 3BG

37. Watermen's Hall, 16 St Mary-at-Hill, EC3R 8EF

38. Wax Chandlers, 6 Gresham Street, EC2V 7AD

✝ St Margaret’s Church, Lothbury, EC3V 9AN

St Paul's Cathedral, EC4M 8AD✝

LOCATIONS OF THE LIVERY COMPANY HALLS
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This tale started when I was asked by a good friend
what I knew about a box that was used to hold
the Coronation Glove. “Nothing”, I replied.

My friend is a member of the local Historical Society in
Chislehurst and another of their members had bought
a picture on e-bay of J H Easden, of Chislehurst, with a

box that he had been commissioned to make by our
Company to hold the Coronation Glove. The box was
stated to be made from a piece of timber from Nelson’s
ship HMS Victory.
My friend knew I was a Glover, hence his question to
me. I then asked some of our senior Past Masters and
members of the Glove Collection Trust and the Archives
Committee if they knew anything. Robert Yentob
thought he had heard of the Box, but otherwise I had a
nil return.
I then asked the same question of The Fashion Museum
in Bath, to which they replied, that in fact they had two
boxes. I was stunned, as nobody in the Glovers seemed

to know this.
“Whoopee” said
my friend.

Naturally we
went down to
Bath (where they
currently have a
stunning display
of our gloves,
incidentally) to
see and ask why
there are two
boxes.
Apparently, the

answer is because one contains the ornate box which
contained our Glove when it was used at the 1953
Coronation. Having seen the boxes made me wonder
why Worksop Priory is mentioned, how true the claim
about the timber from HMS Victory is, and what else
the Minutes of the Glovers’ Court around the time of
the Coronation tell us about this item.
I duly took a trip to the Guildhall Library to read the
Minutes from 1951–53. They were fascinating,
especially to see that the Court was grappling with
some of the same issues that we are today!
The Minutes for January 1953 state that the Lord
Chamberlain's Office asked the Company to provide a
Coronation Glove for Her Majesty’s right hand. This was
technically meant to be "the right of the Duke of
Newcastle, as Lord of the Manor and the Priory of
Worksop", but we were asked to provide the Glove. The
Minutes refer to the Borough of Worksop wanting their
coat of arms engraved on an inner casket to hold the
Glove, or them saying that they would provide the
casket. However, the Court decided that as the privilege
of giving the Glove was technically to be exercised by
the Duke of Newcastle, they had to refuse the Borough’s
request, but they instead thought it appropriate for the
Priory of Worksop seal to be affixed to the lid. This
explains why the Priory seal is visible on the inner box.
The Minutes for April 1953 state that "with the co-
operation of the Admiralty, a piece of oak had been
obtained from Nelson's flagship, HMS Victory" and that
the manufacture of the casket had been entrusted to J H
Easden, as he had made the casket for the presentation
of gloves to The Queen on her marriage in 1947. This is
how Easden's became involved and adds credence to
the claim that the inner box was made from a piece of
timber from HMS Victory.
The purple silk
inside the casket
was "similar to
that used in The
Queen's train".
In July 1953, the
Minutes state that
the Glove and
boxes were
returned to the
Company for us to
do with as we saw
fit and that they
were all placed

TWO BOXES FOR A GLOVE – A FASCINATING FRAGMENT FROM OUR PAST

The ornate top of the inner box

The decorated inner box 
and its outer fellow The Coronation Glove
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with the Curator of the Guildhall Museum. Interestingly,
there is also subsequent reference in the Minutes to the
Glove and caskets doing a tour of the Commonwealth.
The costs of the Glove and inner casket are interesting.
They are listed in the Minutes  as follows:

Fee for making cabinet ................................. £26. 5s.0d
Velvet for Lining ........................................... £6.10s.1d
Mappin & Webb Inscription ......................... £32.10s.0d
Harborow Glove at cost and Purchase Tax .... £48. 2s.6d
H Pope & Sons car hire, delivering Glove

to Lord Chamberlain ............................... £1. 7s.6d

TOTAL .........................................................£114.15s 1d

How costs change!

That is the end of my quest, which proved a fascinating
trip through our records. (Did you know, for example,

that in 1953 the Glovers received some £300 as
compensation for war damage to Company property,
which it seems was in the Clerk’s house and did not
need replacing, so the Court decided to buy three new
Wardens’ Gowns with the money? No, neither did I.)

I have been asked about the second box, which you
can see contains the main box, but I regret I have no
further information on it. All I can say is that it is a
fine piece of workmanship, obviously made for this
specific purpose.

My friend has endeavoured to obtain confirmation
from The Admiralty over the authenticity of the main
box, being the one said to be made from a piece of
oak from HMS Victory. A reply came back that whilst
the tradition was to provide a certificate of authenticity,
no records of these events existed, so regrettably this
matter cannot be confirmed

Keith Ebsworth

In 1963, Blitz-scarred Portsmouth was being rebuilt,
but there was no money for morale-raisers or
preservation ideas. However, Liveryman Mike Powell

had an idea and the Portsmouth News helped publicise
it. He decided to raise the first permanent 19th-century
display unit, dressed in the uniforms of The Royal
Marines. On its first day, the total assets Mike could
muster amounted to five subscriptions of five shillings
each. Everything worn and used had to be made or
acquired.

Today, what became known as the Fort Cumberland
Guard is rather larger and around Portsmouth, and as
far afield as the United States, the Guard’s band,
infantry company and artillery have all given much
pleasure at many public events. Having completed its
first fifty years, and still thriving, amongst the Guard’s
many assignments, the one which perhaps gave the
greatest pride was when it paraded for Her Majesty

when she unveiled
the First Fleet
Memorial in
Portsmouth. The
picture on the left
shows the Queen,
having just
completed the
unveiling, close to
the symbolic links

from chains worn by the First Fleet’s chained convicts
for Australia, with part of the Guard drawn up on the
rampart above her. Interestingly, the venue, by the
Square Tower, is very close to Nelson’s route to HMS
Victory prior to Trafalgar.
While the Guard enjoys the privilege of a Colour, the
death of the seamstress responsible for it, left the flag
only half-finished. Hearing this, our Immediate Past
Master, Chris Dadson, helped draw the situation to the
attention of Robert Yentob, Dents’ Chairman, and
Liveryman Elizabeth Scott, kindly finished off the
delicate and complex work.
This June, as a nice postscript, the Members of the
Guard all surprised Mike with a Certificate celebrating
his achievements in raising the Guard and helping it
develop over the years – which just goes to show that
Glovers show leadership even in the most unusual of
fields. A book on The Guard’s history is under way. 

THE FORT CUMBERLAND GUARD

The Guard’s
Colour, courtesy

of Liveryman
Elizabeth Scott
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Luckily for readers, our fearless reporter and
photographer were both on hand to witness the
shocking scene of violence which unfolded when our
Master gently reminded the Principal Guest at our
January Lunch at Plaisterers’ Hall that she was expected
to say a few words after the meal! 

The Master bore the frenzied attack very bravely, but
the emergency services had to treat several eye
witnesses for shock.

NEWSFLASH: MASTER SURVIVES CRAZED ASSAULT BY VICIOUS,
GLOVE-WEARING MANIAC!

SCANDAL: DELIBERATE AND PUBLIC HUMILIATION OF YOUR EDITOR!

Standards in public life are clearly slipping if a rumour emanating from Lord’s, the spiritual home of world cricket,
is to be believed. Several reliable, unnamed sources have revealed that the Glovers’ distinguished (and usually,
charming) Second Under Warden, one Alvan Seth-Smith (who’s a big cheese in cricket circles), recently invited your
Editor to tea in the Committee Room.

On arrival, the Editor was shown in by a Lord’s footman, only to have the said Warden introduce him to the rest of
the Committee with the words: “Listen up, chaps. This is Josephine.”.

The Warden has since been unavailable for comment, but has put out a press release saying that he wasn’t there,
it wasn’t him but some other fellow, and it’s not fair. However, the Editor is apparently consulting our Learned
Friends with a view to seeking colossal damages for this gross slander.

And rightly so, says this newspaper! The dignity of the Press is not to be trifled with!

RED CROSS MARKET LATEST: “VICTORIA’S SECRET” FRANCHISE 
AWARDED TO GLOVERS!

In a bid to ginger up the well-known, annual City
fundraiser, this year’s RCM Organising Committee has
awarded a franchise for the daring fashion brand,
“Victoria’s Secret”, to the Glovers’ Company.

Members of the successful bid team are shown
opposite, receiving the exciting news.

When asked for his reaction, Immediate Past Master,
Chris Dadson, said “We’re absolutely delighted! This
was a great team effort and the result of a lot of hard
work. We really showed the Bid Committee that we’d
done our research and understood the product.”



Just like
the Glovers’
Company, we’re
all about Quality . . .

Innovation, style and performance . . .
Kemmlit UK supplies and installs
changing and other cubicles, vanity units,
lockers and associated products for
washrooms and changing areas, all
manufactured by KEMMLIT GmbH.
We are renowned for producing high
quality, architecturally designed products
of distinction at our state-of-the-art
manufacturing facility in Germany.
Glass, steel, aluminium, laminate and
architectural design, unite in a variety of
combinations to provide solutions for
exacting project requirements.

So contact us and enjoy peace of mind

Bays Platt Skirmett, 
Henley-on-Thames, Oxfordshire
RG9 6TD, United Kingdom

Phone: +44(0)1491 638606
Fax: +44(0)1491 638072

Email: info@kemmlituk.com
Website: www.kemmlituk.com



The Outgoing Master presents the Incoming Master with a newly framed Deed of Grant of Supporters to 
the Armorial Bearings of the Glovers, which was awarded in 1986. As her gift to the Company, the Master found 
the Deed and arranged for it to be refurbished and then framed, so it can be displayed at special Company events.


